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Abstract
Coupled Quantum dots systems, or quantum dot molecules (QDMs), have been suggested as good candidates for
nanoelectronics, spintronics, thermoelectrics, and quantum computing applications. The knowledge in the transport
and electronic properties of QDMs is important in making progress toward practical devices. We use many-body equa-
tion of motion method for Hubbard-Anderson model to study non-equilibrium charge and thermal transport properties
of QDMs connected to metallic electrodes in the Coulomb blockade regime. An exterior algebra method is developed
to construct the equation of motion computationally, taking into account all correlation functions. The quantum inter-
ference (QI) effect of triangular quantum dot molecule (TQDM) resulting from electron coherent tunneling between
quantum dots is revealed. The spectra of electrical conductance of TQDM with charge filling from one to six elec-
trons clearly depict the many-body and topological effects. The calculated charge stability diagram for conductance
and total occupation numbers match well with the recent experimental measurements. We also demonstrate that the
destructive QI effect on the tunneling current of TQDM is robust with respect to temperature variation, making the
single electron QI transistor feasible at higher temperatures. The thermoelectric properties of QDMs with high figure
of merit are also illustrated.
Graphene nanoribbon quantum dot qubits have been proposed as promising candidates for quantum computing
applications to overcome the spin-decoherence problems associated with GaAs quantum dot qubits. We perform
theoretical studies of the electronic structures of graphene nanoribbon quantum dots by solving the Dirac equation
with appropriate boundary conditions. We then evaluate the exchange splitting based on an unrestricted Hartree-Fock
method for the Dirac particles. The electronic wave function and long-range exchange coupling due to the Klein
tunneling and the Coulomb interaction are calculated for various gate configurations. It is found that the exchange
coupling between qubits can be significantly enhanced by the Klein tunneling effect. The implications of our results
for practical qubit construction and operation are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Making smaller and more efficient electronic devices with novel applications is one of the main challenges in the
contemporary technology. Quantum dot, [1, 2] a kind of nano-scale semiconductor structure which exhibits zero-
dimensional quantum confinement effect, provides an possible solution. Coupled Quantum dots systems, [3, 4] or
quantum dot molecules (QDMs), have been suggested as good candidates for various applications in nanoelectronics,
[5, 6] spintronics, [4, 7] thermoelectrics, [8, 9] and quantum computation. [4, 10] The knowledge in the transport and
electronic properties of QDMs is important in making progress toward practical devices. We use many-body equation
of motion method for Hubbard-Anderson model to study non-equilibrium charge and thermal transport properties
of QDMs connected to metallic electrodes in the Coulomb blockade regime. [11, 12] An exterior algebra method
is developed to construct the equation of motion computationally, taking into account all correlation functions. The
quantum interference (QI) effect of triangular quantum dot molecule (TQDM) resulting from electron coherent tun-
neling between quantum dots is revealed. The spectra of electrical conductance of TQDM with charge filling from
one to six electrons clearly depict the many-body and topological effects. The calculated charge stability diagram for
conductance and total occupation numbers match well with the recent experimental measurements. We also demon-
strate that the destructive QI effect on the tunneling current of TQDM is robust with respect to temperature variation,
making the single electron QI transistor feasible at higher temperatures. The thermoelectric properties of QDMs with
high figure of merit are also illustrated.
To overcome the spin-decoherence problems associated with GaAs quantum dot qubits, Graphene nanoribbon
quantum dot qubits have been proposed as promising candidates for quantum computing applications.[13] We perform
theoretical studies of the electronic structures of graphene nanoribbon quantum dots by solving the Dirac equation with
appropriate boundary conditions.[14] We then evaluate the exchange splitting based on an unrestricted Hartree-Fock
method for the Dirac particles. The electronic wave function and long-range exchange coupling due to the Klein
tunneling and the Coulomb interaction are calculated for various gate configurations. It is found that the exchange
coupling between qubits can be significantly enhanced by the Klein tunneling effect. The implications of our results
for practical qubit construction and operation are discussed.
1
1.1 Charge and energy transport through quantum dot molecules
Molecule transistors (MTs) provide a brightened scenario of nanoelectronics with low power consumption.[15–17]
To date, the implementation of MTs remains challenging, and a good theoretical understanding of their characteris-
tics is essential for advancing the technology. The current-voltage (I-V) curves of MTs are typically predicted by
calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT).[17] However, the DFT approach cannot fully capture the
correlation effect in the transport behavior of MTs in the Coulomb-blockade regime. A theoretical framework to treat
adequately the many-body problem of a molecular junction remains elusive due to the complicated quantum nature
of such devices. Experimental studies of a artificial molecule with simplified structures are important not only for the
advances of novel nanoelectronics, but also for providing a testing ground of many body theory. For example, the
coherent tunneling between serially coupled double quantum dots (DQDs) was studied and demonstrated for applica-
tion as a spin filter in the Pauli spin blockade regime.[4] Recent experimental studies have been extended to serially
coupled triple quantum dots (SCTQDs) for studying the effect of long distance coherent tunneling (LDCT) in electron
transport.[18–20] Triangular quantum dot molecule (TQDM) provides the simplest topological structure with quan-
tum interference (QI) phenomena.[21–23] The QI effect in the coherent tunneling process of TQDM junctions has
been studied experimentally.[24, 25]
It was suggested that the tunneling currents through benzene molecules can also show a destructive QI behavior.[17,
22] The tunneling current through a single benzene molecule was theoretically studied by DFT.[22] However, the in-
fluence of the strong correlation on the QI effect remains unclear due to the limitation of DFT. Many theoretical works
have pointed out that electron Coulomb interactions have strong influence not only on the electronic structures of
TQDM,[26, 27] but also on the probability weights of electron transport paths.[28–31] When both the intradot and
interdot Coulomb interactions in a TQDM are included, the transport behavior involving multiple electrons becomes
quite complicate. The setup for the TQDM junction of interest is depicted in Fig.2.1. Here we present a full many-
body solution to the tunneling current of TQDM, which can well illustrate the Pauli spin blockade effect of DQDs,[4]
LDCT of SCTQDs[18–20] and QI of TQDMs[24] for both equilibrium and nonequilibrium cases. Thus, our theoreti-
cal work can provide useful guidelines for the design of future molecular electronics and the realization of large scale
quantum registers built by multiple QDs.[32]
We adopt the equation of motion method (EOM), which is a powerful tool for studying electron transport, taking
into account electron Coulomb interactions.[28–31] This method has been applied to reveal the transport behaviors
of a single QD with multiple energy levels[29] and DQDs.[30, 31] For a TQDM with one level per QD, there are
64 configurations for electrons to transport between electrodes.[33] Previous theoretical works have ignored the high-
order Green functions resulting from electron Coulomb interactions to simplify the calculation.[33] To have a full
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the TQDM junction system of interest. Figure borrowed from Chen et al. [11].
solution becomes crucial for depicting the charge transport involving a few electrons. We solve the EOM of Green
functions up to six electrons, taking into account all correlations caused by electron Coulomb interactions and electron
hopping between TQDM. This involves solving 4752 Green’s functions and 923 correlation functions self-consistently.
We also apply this theory to study thermoelectric effect of double QD and TQDM, leading to the possibility of high
thermoelectric figure of merit devices.[12]
1.2 Graphene nanoribbon quantum dot qubits
Despite rapid progress in computer technology, there are still computational problems that are difficult to solve
for any known algorithm that uses modern computers. However, the theory that describes physics on atomic length-
scales, quantum mechanics, suggests a new way to attack hard computational problems in a more efficient way. A
computer using operations involving quantum states is known as a quantum computer. [34] A number of algorithms
proposed for quantum computers are expected to solve many classically hard problems. [35] For example, Shor’s
algorithm [36] can efficiently solve the prime factorization problem, which is difficult to solve even with state-of-the-
art classical algorithms and computers. The quantum analog of the bit – the fundamental information storage unit
in classical computers – is called the qubit. Many physical realizations of qubits for quantum computers are being
developed, including semiconductor, superconductor, nuclear, and optical qubit systems. The mature semiconductor
manufacturing industry today offers several advantages in the construction of semiconductor qubits. In particular,
the nanoscale semiconductor structure known as the quantum dot has been proposed as a possible semiconductor
realization of the qubit. [37]
Semiconductor qubits constructed from GaAs quantum dots have limited usefulness, because quantum information
stored in GaAs devices can be lost due to spin-decoherence. Sources of spin-decoherence in GaAs include the spin-
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orbit, hyperfine, and electron-phonon interactions. Graphene, [38] a 2-dimensional lattice structure formed by carbon,
is a promising material for avoiding spin-decoherence. [13] Graphene has not only weak spin-orbit coupling, but also
a negligible hyperfine interaction, since carbon-12 has zero nuclear spin. These advantages of graphene have driven
researchers towards developing a graphene-based qubit. One proposed model for the graphene qubit is the graphene
nanoribbon quantum dot, [13, 39] which has been experimentally realized by several groups. [40–44]
Previous theoretical efforts to model graphene nanoribbon quantum dots [13] offer only estimates of the electron-
electron interaction and many-particle effects in graphene. Consequently, it is not clear if the predicted long-range
Heisenberg exchange coupling between the dots—which is necessary for qubit operations in universal quantum
computing—can be achieved in practice. Nor are the effects of gate voltage changes on the electronic structure
and the exchange coupling in the multi-electron regime well understood. Realistic models of graphene qubit operation
require a better understanding of these effects. [37] To understand how the graphene nanoribbon quantum dot qubit
functions in real applications, we study a more complete model of the graphene qubit using a numerical approach. An
unrestricted Hartree-Fock method that employs a generalized-valence-bond wave function to calculate the electronic
configuration of a quantum dot qubit was previously proposed. [45] In this work, we employ this numerical scheme
and the Dirac equation to provide a realistic simulation of a graphene nanoribbon quantum dot qubit.
4
Chapter 2
Charge and energy transport through
quantum dot molecules
2.1 Green’s function for single impurity Anderson model
A single-level model Hamiltonian for a single isolated quantum dot[46] is
HQD =
∑
σ=↑,↓
Eσnσ + Un↑n↓ (2.1)
where σ =↑, ↓ denotes the electron spin degree of freedom, Eσ denotes the on-site energy, d†σ and dσ are the creation
and annihilation operators for electrons in spin σ state, U denotes the on-site Coulomb integral, nσ = d†σdσ . For
this Hamiltonian, the one-site one-particle retarded Green’s function in the frequency domain can be defined and
analytically solved to be
G
r(1)
σσ () ≡ −i
∫
dteitθ(t)〈{dσ(t), d†σ}〉 (2.2)
=
1− 〈n−σ〉
− Eσ + iδ +
〈n−σ〉
− Eσ − U + iδ , (2.3)
where θ is the step function, δ is an infinitesimal regulator. For a quantum dot coupled to two metallic electrodes, the
model Hamiltonian is the single impurity Anderson model[47]
H = HQD +HT +Helectrode (2.4)
HQD =
∑
σ=↑,↓
Eσnσ + Un↑n↓ (2.5)
HT =
∑
α=L,R,σ=↑,↓
k∈(−∞,∞)
Vα,kd
†
σcα,k,σ + h.c. (2.6)
Helectrode =
∑
α=L,R,σ=↑,↓
k∈(−∞,∞)
kc
†
α,k,σcα,k,σ, (2.7)
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where c†α,k,σ and cα,k,σ are the creation and annihilation operators for electrons in electrodes α with momentum k and
spin σ.
This model is not exactly solvable. The question we are trying to ask is: What is the Green’s function in the
Coulomb blockade regime? Three different tunneling physics occur in different orders of perturbation theory:
• Sequential tunneling (2nd order).
• Cotunneling (4th order).
• Kondo physics (up to infinite order, needs renormalization group[48–51] treatment).
We are looking for a solution only including the lowest order sequential tunneling. Three solutions are summarized in
Pals and MacKinnon [52]:
G
r(1)
σσ () =
Equilibrium 1−〈n−σ〉−Eσ+iδ +
〈n−σ〉
−Eσ−U+iδ
Scheme 1 Hartree approximation(Lacroix, 1981[53]) −Eσ−U(1−〈n−σ〉)(−Eσ)(−Eσ−U)−Σr0σ(−Eσ−U(1−〈n−σ〉))
Scheme 2 (Pals MacKinnon, 1996[52]) 1−〈n−σ〉−Eσ−Σr0σ +
〈n−σ〉
−Eσ−U−Σr0σ
Scheme 3 (Meir Wingreen Lee, 1991[54]) 1−〈n−σ〉
−Eσ−Σr0σ+
UΣr1σ
−Eσ−U−Σr0σ−Σr3σ
+ 〈n−σ〉
−Eσ−U−Σr0σ−
UΣr2σ
−Eσ−Σr0σ−Σr3σ
According to the comparative study of Pals and MacKinnon [52], scheme 1 gives unphysical result for Zeeman-
splitted single QD. Scheme 2 and 3 produces similar results, but scheme 3 is numerically harder to handle. However,
it is known that scheme 3 produces Kondo peaks qualitatively, while scheme 2 has no Kondo physics at all. There are
many different EOM approaches which describe the tunneling physics to different extend.[53–59] For example, the
approaches in Lacroix [53], Meir et al. [55], Shiau et al. [57], Xin and Zhou [59] all give qualitative Kondo physics.
A discussion of the validity of EOM and how EOM fails in the Kondo regime can be found in Kashcheyevs et al. [56].
Also notice that the non-crossing approximation[60] can also describe Kondo physics.
In this work, we are interested in the case where the electrons are strongly correlated within QD but weakly
coupled to the electrode. The symmetries in QD system can be broken by gate voltage in general. We look for
multiple QD extension of Pals and MacKinnon [52] scheme 2 solution. While the tunneling physics is treated by
Pals and MacKinnon [52] scheme 2, the correlation within QDMs degrees of freedom is treated exactly. The two QD
extension of Pals and MacKinnon [52] scheme 2 is the Bułka-Kostyrko ansatz[30]. It has been applied to multiple
level Anderson model without hopping (Kuo and Chang [29]), double QD with hopping (Bułka and Kostyrko [30],
Kuo et al. [31]), and triple QD with hopping (Chen et al. [11, 12]).
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the QDMs junction of interest. The electrons within the QDs are strongly correlated, while
the interaction between QDs and electrodes is weak. The symmeties of QD Hamiltonian can be broken by detuning
in general.
2.2 Equation of motion for couple quantum dots
In this section, we describe the equation of motion (EOM) method for the non-equilibrium Green’s function[46].
The formalism provides a tool to calculate the transport properties of strongly-correlated multiple quantum dots
(MQD) system in the Coulomb blockade regime. [29–31, 52, 58, 61] The electron degrees of freedom within the
MQD is treated exactly by the full many-body EOM, while the tunnelling effect to the metallic electrodes is included
as the electron self-energy.
2.2.1 Equation of motion
We consider an N quantum dot (QD) system (one level for each QD) with electron hopping and Coulomb interac-
tions. This MQD system is weakly coupled to some metallic electrodes. The model Hamiltonian is
H = HQD +HT +Helectrodes (2.8)
HQD =
N∑
ij=1
tijd
†
idj +
N∑
i<j=1
Uijninj (2.9)
HT =
∑
ik
(Vkic
†
kdi + h.c.) (2.10)
Helectrodes =
∑
k
kc
†
kck , (2.11)
where tij denotes the electron hopping, and Uij denotes the electron Coulomb interaction (which is real symmetric
with zero diagonal elements), d†j and dj are the creation and the annihilation operators for the electron at QD j, and
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nj = d
†
jdj . The indices i, j labels all the discrete quantum numbers for the electrons in the MQD, including the spin.
c†k and ck are the creation and the annihilation operators for the electrons in the electrodes. The variable k labels all the
quantum numbers for the electrons in the reservoirs including the momentum, the spin and the label for the reservoirs.
We can derive the equation of motion which describes the full many-body degrees of freedom of electrons within the
quantum dots. The reservoirs are taken into account by including the self-energy term. This approach is valid above
the Kondo temperature.[29–31, 52, 58, 61] For the contour-ordered double-time n-particle Green’s function[46, 62]
G
(n)
i1i2...i2n
(t, t′) = −i〈T [d†i1(t)...d†in−1(t)din(t)...di2n−1(t)d†i2n(t′)]〉, (2.12)
the EOM is
i∂tG
(n)
i1...i2n
(t, t′) = δ(t− t′)
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉 (2.13)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj +
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj)G
(n)
i1...iµ−1jiµ+1...i2n−1i2n(t, t
′)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
Uiµiν +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
Uiµiν )G
(n)
i1...i2n
(t, t′)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
)
∑
j
UiµjG
(n+1)
i1...in−1jjin...i2n−1i2n(t, t
′)
+
∫
dτ [−
n−1∑
µ=1
iµ∈I′
Σ¯iµiµ(t, τ) +
2n−1∑
µ=n
iµ∈I
Σiµiµ(t, τ)]G
(n)
i1...i2n
(τ, t′),
where the symbol “A¯” denotes “taking the complex conjugate” of A. For n = 1 the contact term should be defined
as δi1i2δ(t − t′). I and I ′ are some extra selection rules we may impose according to the phenomenology. The
detail of these selection rules is discussed in the last section. The hierarchy of equations terminates at n = N since
G(N+1) = 0. Taking the Fourier transform and analytic continuation[46] leads to a set of linear equations for the
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retarded and the lessor Green’s functions Gr(n)i1i2...i2n and G
<(n)
i1i2...i2n
in the frequency domain:
G
r(n)
i1...i2n
() =
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj +
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj)G
r(n)
i1...iµ−1jiµ+1...i2n−1i2n()
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
Uiµiν +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
Uiµiν )G
r(n)
i1...i2n
()
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
)
∑
j
UiµjG
r(n+1)
i1...in−1jjin...i2n−1i2n()
+[−
n−1∑
µ=1
iµ∈I′
Σ¯riµiµ() +
2n−1∑
µ=n
iµ∈I
Σriµiµ()]G
r(n)
i1...i2n
(),
G
<(n)
i1...i2n
() = (−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj +
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj)G
<(n)
i1...iµ−1jiµ+1...i2n−1i2n()
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
Uiµiν +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
Uiµiν )G
<(n)
i1...i2n
()
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
)
∑
j
UiµjG
<(n+1)
i1...in−1jjin...i2n−1i2n()
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
iµ∈I′
Σ¯riµiµ() +
2n−1∑
µ=n
iµ∈I
Σriµiµ())G
<(n)
i1...i2n
()
+[−
n−1∑
µ=1
iµ∈I′
Σ¯<iµiµ() +
2n−1∑
µ=n
iµ∈I
Σ<iµiµ()]G
(n)a
i1...i2n
().
These equations can be viewed as a generalization of the Dyson equation and the Keldysh equation[46] to the n-
particle Green’s function. They can be solved by any standard linear solver. In equilibrium, it can be shown that the
equation for the lessor Green’s function reduces to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
G
<(n)
i1...i2n
() = −2if()=[Gr(n)i1...i2n()] , (2.14)
where = stands for taking the imaginary part. The self-consistent calculation is closed by the integral relation
〈d†i1 ...d†indin+1 ...di2n〉 =
∫
d
2pii
G
<(n)
i2...i2ni1
() . (2.15)
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We are interested in the solution at the wide-band limit,[63]
Σrjj() = −i
∑
α
Γαj
2
(2.16)
Σ<jj() = i
∑
α
Γαj fα() , (2.17)
where α is the label for the reservoirs, Γαj is the tunnelling rate between the reservoir α and the level j, and fα is
the Fermi function for the reservoir α. After solving for the Green’s function, we can obtain the non-equilibrium
steady-state current flowing from the reservoir α into the QD system by the Meir-Wingreen formula [28]
Jα =
ie
h
∫
d
∑
j
Γαj [G
<(1)
jj () + fα()(G
r(1)
jj ()−G(1)ajj ())]. (2.18)
2.2.2 Self-energy term
The non-equilibrium tunnelling is treated by the Bułka-Kostyrko ansatz.[30] The recipe provides a good lowest
order approximation to the transport physics in the Coulomb blockade regime. [29–31, 52, 58, 61] In this section, we
give a derivation[64–66] which makes the Bułka-Kostyrko ansatz plausible. The higher order effect may be included
by employing more complicated self-energy term. [53, 54, 56]
For the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.8), the EOM is i∂tG
(n)
i1...i2n
=(equilibrium term) + (self-energy term), where the
equilibrium term is generated by HQD and the self-energy term is generated by HT + Helectrodes. The equilibrium
term can be derived straight forwardly (see Appendix A for detail), so we focus on the self-energy term here. The
derivatives of the operators of the electrons in the reservoirs are
i∂tck(t) = kck(t) +
∑
j
Vkjdj(t) (2.19)
i∂tc
†
k(t) = −kc†k(t) +
∑
j
−V¯kjd†j(t) . (2.20)
Integrate these equations to get
ck(t) =
∑
j
Vkj
∫
dτgk(t, τ)dj(τ) (2.21)
c†k(t) =
∑
j
V¯kj
∫
dτ g¯k(t, τ)d
†
j(τ) , (2.22)
where gk(t, t′) = (i∂t − k)−1 and g¯k(t, t′) = (−i∂t − k)−1.
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Consider the derivatives of the operators of the electrons in the QDs, the contribution of HT +Helectrodes is
i∂tdj(t) =
∑
k
V¯kjck(t) (2.23)
i∂td
†
j(t) =
∑
k
−Vkjc†k(t) . (2.24)
Now we can eliminate the electrodes degrees of freedom,
i∂tdj(t) =
∫
dτ
∑
kl
V¯kjVklgk(t, τ)dl(τ) (2.25)
=
∫
dτ
∑
l
Σjl(t, τ)dl(τ) (2.26)
i∂td
†
j(t) = −
∫
dτ
∑
kj
Vkj V¯klg¯k(t, τ)d
†
l (τ) (2.27)
= −
∫
dτ
∑
l
Σ¯jl(t, τ)d
†
l (τ) . (2.28)
If we take the Markov approximation[66] and consider only the diagonal tunnelling matrix elements, then we have
i∂t(d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) =
∫
dτ{[−
n−1∑
µ=1
Σ¯iµiµ(t, τ) +
2n−1∑
µ=n
Σiµiµ(t, τ)][d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(τ)]}, (2.29)
and hence we get the final result,
self-energy term =
∫
dτ [−
n−1∑
µ=1
Σ¯iµiµ(t, τ) +
2n−1∑
µ=n
Σiµiµ(t, τ)]G
(n)
i1...i2n
(τ, t′). (2.30)
The self-energy term is quiet general, but it contains many extra terms comparing to the previous works. [29–
31, 52, 58, 61] Numerical experiments also show that these terms break the particle-hole symmetry. This is due to
the larger broadening appears in the higher particle Green’s functions, which comes from the extra terms. This fact is
easy to see from the expression.
The remedy is to employ some phenomenological arguments to drop certain self-energy terms. The selection rules
are:
1. If one creation operator d†i (t) and one annihilation operator di(t) of the same level i appear simultaneously, this
pair is assumed to be stationary and the associated self-energy is dropped.
2. If the annihilation operator di(t) is of the opposite spin with respect to the creation operator d
†
j(t
′), then the
associated self-energy is dropped.
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3. The remaining self-energy associated with the creation operator d†i (t) is dropped.
With these restrictions, the self-energy term above becomes the Bułka-Kostyrko ansatz:
self-energy term =
∫
dτ
∑
iµ∈IBK
Σiµiµ(t, τ)G
(n)
i1...i2n
(τ, t′), (2.31)
where
IBK = {iµ|n ≤ µ ≤ 2n− 1, spin(iµ) 6= spin(i2n)} \ {iµ|1 ≤ µ ≤ n− 1}. (2.32)
This is the formula used in practical simulations.
In summary, we have made three approximations to treat the tunneling physics: (1) Markov approximation[66],
(2) Wide-band limit[63], and (3) Bułka-Kostyrko ansatz[30]. These approximations allow us to close the infinite
hierarchy of the tunneling hybridization, and include the tunneling physics as self-energy terms in a simple form. The
details of the limitation for each approximation could be found in the corresponding references.
2.3 Exterior algebraic formulae for equation of motion
To calculate the transport properties of the strongly-correlated nano-scale structures, the equation of motion
method for the non-equilibrium Green’s function is a powerful tool. [46] One resorts to the Heisenberg commuta-
tors to derive the many-body equation of motion to solve for the contour-ordered Green’s function. The derivation is
generally too complicated to do for large systems with complicated interactions, and people generally employ different
mean-field approximation to decouple the equations. [46, 52]
In this section, we try to develop a method to generate the exact many-body equation of motion by a computer
program automatically. It is known that the classical Hamilton equation and Maxwell’s equations could be reformu-
lated in the language of differential form. [67, 68] Since the Fermionic path integral is also formulated in Grassmann
algebra, [69, 70] it is natural to construct the many-body equation of motion in terms of the differential forms. A cor-
respondence between the Fermionic zero-temperature equal-time correlators and the differential forms was employed
in the proof of Morse theory. [67, 68] We construct a different structure, which is convenient to work with general
finite temperature and non-equilibrium Green’s functions. The details could be found in Appendix A.
2.3.1 Equilibrium EOM
From the algebraic structure (the coordinate transform and anti-symmetry of the indices), the n-particle Green’s
functions can be viewed as a tensor in the space Ω(n−1),n(CN ) ⊗ Ω1,0(CN ) ≡ Θn, where Ωm,n(CN ) is the space
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of the complex form on the complex manifold CN . In the coordinate basis which satisfies the transformation rule
zi =
∑
j uijz
j corresponds to a unitary transformation of the Fermionic basis di =
∑
j uijdj , it is
Gˆr(n)(τ, τ ′) ∈ Θn (2.33)
Gˆr(n)(τ, τ ′) =
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1,...,i2n
G
r(n)
i1i2...i2n
(τ, τ ′)dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ...dz¯i2n−1 ⊗ dzi2n , (2.34)
This definition is well-defined since in the definition for the Green’s function, the operators at time t are always kept
in normal-order. Similarly, the correlation functions are tensors on Ωn,n(CN )
Cˆ(n) ∈ Ωn,n(CN ) (2.35)
Cˆ(n) =
1
n!n!
∑
i1,...,i2n
〈d†i1 ...d†indin+1 ...di2n〉dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin ∧ dz¯in+1 ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n . (2.36)
For an N ×N Hermitian matrix h, consider the unitary group element eihτ ∈ U(N) acting on the manifold CN . The
induced vector field is
X[h] =
N∑
j,k=1
ihkjz
j∂k − ih¯kj z¯j∂k¯, (2.37)
and we define the following linear operators
∇ˆ1t : Θn 7→ Θn (2.38)
∇ˆ2U : Θn 7→ Θn (2.39)
∇ˆ−U : Θ(n+1) 7→ Θn (2.40)
∇ˆ+ : Ω(n−1),(n−1)(CN ) 7→ Θn (2.41)
by the expressions
∇ˆ1t = iLX[t¯] ⊗ 1 (2.42)
∇ˆ2U =
−i
2
∑
jk
UjkLX[ηj ]LJX[ηk] ⊗ 1 (2.43)
∇ˆ−U = −i
∑
jk
UjkLX[ηj ]iˆ∂k iˆ∂k¯ ⊗ 1 (2.44)
∇ˆ+ =
∑
j
dz¯j ∧ (·)⊗ dzj , (2.45)
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where L is the Lie derivatives, 1 is the identity map on Ω1,0(CN ), J = ∑l idzj ⊗ ∂j − idz¯j ⊗ ∂j¯ is the almost
complex structure, iˆ is the interior product, ηj is the matrix which has only one non-zero element (ηj)j,j = 1. It can
be checked that these maps are invariant under a unitary transformation of the fermionic basis. Now the EOM can be
written as
(i∂τ − ∇ˆ1t − ∇ˆ2U )Gˆr(n)(τ, τ ′) = δ(τ − τ ′)∇ˆ+Cˆ(n−1) + ∇ˆ−U Gˆr(n+1)(τ, τ ′). (2.46)
The Fourier transform leads to the equations on the frequency domain
(− ∇ˆ1t − ∇ˆ2U )Gˆr(n)() = ∇ˆ+Cˆ(n−1) + ∇ˆ−U Gˆr(n+1)(). (2.47)
The EOM is closed by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
Cˆ(n) =
−1
pi
∇ˆ<
∫
df()=[Gˆr(n)()] (2.48)
∇ˆ<(n) : Θn 7→ Ωn,n(CN ) (2.49)
∇ˆ<(n) = 1
n
∑
j
dzj ∧ (·)⊗ iˆ∂j . (2.50)
In practice, we put these equations in matrix form to solve them numerically. Taking the matrix elements in each
n-particle subspace, we obtain Gr(n) = 〈β(Θn)|Gˆ(n)〉, ∇1(n)t = 〈β(Θn)|∇ˆ1t |β(Θn)〉, C(n) = 〈β(Ωn,n(CN ))|Cˆ(n)〉,
∇2(n)U = 〈β(Θn)|∇ˆ2U |β(Θn)〉,∇−(n+1)U = 〈β(Θn)|∇ˆ−U |β(Θ(n+1))〉,∇+(n−1) = 〈β(Θn)|∇ˆ+|β(Ω(n−1),(n−1)(CN ))〉,
∇<(n) = 〈β(Ωn,n(CN ))|∇ˆ<(n)|β(Θn)〉. Then we get
(−∇1(n)t −∇2(n)U )Gr(n)() = ∇+(n−1)C(n−1) +∇−(n+1)U Gr(n+1)() (2.51)
C(n) =
−1
pi
∇<(n)
∫
df()=[Gr(n)()]. (2.52)
In each iteration, it can be solved efficiently by the backward substitution from N-particle to 1-particle Green’s func-
tion,
Gr(n)() = G(n)()(∇+(n−1)C(n−1) +∇−(n+1)U Gr(n+1)()), (2.53)
where G(n)() = (−∇1(n)t −∇2(n)U )−1.
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2.3.2 Nonequilibrium EOM
We can now apply the method to the nonequilibrium Green’s function[46]. With the same definition from the
previous section, the self-consistent matrix EOM under Markov approximation can be written as
(−∇1(n)t −∇2(n)U −∇s(n)Σr )Gr(n)() = ∇+(n−1)C(n−1) +∇−(n+1)U Gr(n+1)() (2.54)
(−∇1(n)t −∇2(n)U −∇s(n)Σr )G<(n)() = ∇s(n)Σ< Ga(n)() +∇−(n+1)U Gr(n+1)() (2.55)
C(n) =
1
2pii
∇<(n)
∫
dG<(n)(). (2.56)
∇s = ∇1 in general, and it may be modified according to the selection rule imposed. These equations are the n-
particle generalization of the Dyson equation and the Keldysh equation. For U = 0, they reduce to the simple Dyson
and Keldysh equation.
2.4 Computational implementation
2.4.1 Computational cost
We compare the computational effort of our Green’s function approach to the rate equation approach. In the rate
equation, the quantity to be solved is the density matrix of the size 2N × 2N = 4N , which grows exponentially.
In our Green’s function approach, the number of correlators to be solved is
∑N
n=1
(
N
n
)(
N
n
)
=
(
2N
N
) − 1 → 4N√
piN
,
which grows sub-exponentially. However, to get these correlators, the number of Green’s functions to be solved is∑N
n=1
(
N
n−1
)(
N
n
)
N , which grows super-exponentially.
For the triple QD system (N = 6), we need to solve for 4752 Green’s functions to get 923 correlators, while the
number of the density matrix elements is 4096.
2.4.2 Numerical comparison
In this section, we compare the results of GFEOM code (see Appendix A for details) with some other calculations,
including single QD (Pals and MacKinnon [52]), double QD (Bułka and Kostyrko [30]), and triple QD (Chang and
Kuo [61]). The tests shown here are calculated with GFEOM version 1.5.8. compiled by Intel Fortran Composer XE
2013 SP1 for Linux on Intel CPUs. Notice that earlier versions of Intel Fortran compiler has a bug in pointer bound
remapping, and should not be used to compile GFEOM code. The bug was reported by the author and fixed by Intel
in 2012. [71, 72]
Figure 2.2 shows nonequilibrium current and differential conductance for a single dot compared with Pals and
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Figure 2.2: Nonequilibrium current and differential conductance for a single dot compared with Pals and MacKinnon
[52] calculation. The left figure is produced by GFEOM code, and the right figure is taken from Pals and MacKinnon
[52].
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Figure 2.3: Occupation for a single dot compared with Pals and MacKinnon [52] calculation. The left figure is
produced by GFEOM code, and the right figure is taken from Pals and MacKinnon [52].
MacKinnon [52] calculation. Our data is to be compared with the scheme 2. Parameters are µR = −0.5U , T = ΓL =
ΓR = 0.01U , Eσ = 0, Eσ¯ = 0.1U . The black vertical dashed lines label the theoretically predicted peak positions
(from left to right): p1 = Eσ , p2 = Eσ¯ , p3 = Eσ + U , p4 = Eσ¯ − U .
Figure 2.3 occupation for a single dot compared with Pals and MacKinnon [52] calculation. Our data is to be
compared with the scheme 2. Parameters are T = ΓL = ΓR = 0.01U , Eσ = 0, Eσ¯ = 0.1U . The black vertical
dashed lines label the theoretically predicted peak positions (from left to right): p1 = Eσ , p2 = Eσ¯ , p3 = Eσ + U ,
p4 = Eσ¯ − U .
Figure 2.4 shows linear response differential conductance and correlation functions for a double dot compared
with Bułka and Kostyrko [30] calculation. Parameters are t12 = 1, Ui = 6, Uij = 1.6, ΓL = ΓR = 0.2, 1 = 2,
T = 0. Notice that their definition of Γ is different from our definition by a factor of 2. The black vertical dashed lines
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Figure 2.4: Linear response differential conductance and correlation functions for a double dot compared with Bułka
and Kostyrko [30] calculation. The left figure is produced by GFEOM code, and the right figure is taken from Bułka
and Kostyrko [30].
label the theoretically predicted peak positions (from left to right): p1 = −1 − t12 − U0 − 2U1, p2 = −1 − t12 −
(U0 + 3U1 + ∆)/2, p3 = −1 − t12 −U0 −U1, p4 = −1 + t12 −U0 − 2U1, p5 = −1 + t12 − (U0 + 3U1 + ∆)/2,
p6 = −1 + t12 − U0 − U1, p7 = −1 − t12 − U1, p8 = −1 − t12 − (U0 + U1 − ∆)/2, p9 = −1 − t12,
p10 = −1 + t12 − U1, p11 = −1 + t12 − (U0 + U1 −∆)/2, p12 = −1 + t12, where ∆ =
√
16t212 + (U0 − U1)2.
Figure 2.5 shows nonequilibrium differential conductance and correlation functions for a double dot compared
with Bułka and Kostyrko [30] calculation. Parameters are t12 = 1, Ui = 6, Uij = 1.6, ΓL = ΓR = 0.2, 1 = 2 = 2,
T = 0. Notice that their definition of Γ is different from our definition by a factor of 2. The black vertical dashed lines
label the theoretically predicted peak positions (from left to right): p1 = 1 − t12, p2 = 1 − t12 +U1, p3 = 1 + t12,
p4 = 1 + t12 + (U0 + U1 −∆)/2, p5 = 1 + U1 + t12, where ∆ =
√
16t212 + (U0 − U1)2.
Figure 2.6 shows nonequilibrium current and differential conductance for a triple dot compared with Chang and
Kuo [61] calculation. Notice that the correlations are factorized in Chang and Kuo [61], so only the peak positions
are exact. Parameters are ΓL = ΓR = 0.001, E1 = 0.78, E2 = E1 + 0.236 = 1.016, E3 = E1 + 0.456 = 1.236,
U1 = 0.137, U2 = 0.07, U3 = 0.06, U12 = 0.122, U13 = 0.1, U23 = 0.04, T = 0, and Ei = Ei − 0.61Vg .
The black vertical dashed lines label the theoretically predicted peak positions (from left to right): p1 = E1/0.61,
p2 = (E1 + U1)/0.61, p3 = E2/0.61, p4 = (E1 + U1 + U12)/0.61, p5 = (E2 + U2)/0.61, p6 = (E2 + U12)/0.61,
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Figure 2.5: Nonequilibrium differential conductance and correlation functions for a double dot compared with Bułka
and Kostyrko [30] calculation. The left figure is produced by GFEOM code, and the right figure is taken from Bułka
and Kostyrko [30].
p7 = (E1 + U1 + 2U12)/0.61, p8 = (E2 + U2 + U12)/0.61.
2.5 Application: Quantum interference and electron correlation in charge
transport through triangular quantum dot molecules
2.5.1 Model
We consider an artificial molecule made of nanoscale QDs, in which the energy level separations are much larger
than the on-site Coulomb interactions and thermal energies. [11] Thus, only one energy level for each quantum dot
is included. The extended Hubbard-Anderson model is employed to simulate the TQDM junction with Hamiltonian
given by H = H0 + HT + HQDs, where H0 =
∑
k,σ,α kc
†
k,σ,αck,σ,α is the Hamiltonian for free electrons in the
electrodes. c†k,σ,α(ck,σ,α) creates (destroys) an electron of momentum k and spin σ with energy k in the α electrode.
HT =
∑
k,`,α(Vk,α,`c
†
k,σ,αd`,σ + V
∗
k,α,`d
†
`,σck,σ,α). Vk,α,` describes the coupling between the α electrode and the
`-th QD. d†`,σ (d`,σ) creates (destroys) an electron in the `-th dot. HQDs is the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian for
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multiple QDs.
HQDs =
∑
`,σ
E`n`,σ +
∑
`
U`n`,σn`,σ¯ (2.57)
+
∑
`<j,σ,σ′
U`jn`,σnj,σ′ +
∑
` 6=j,σ
t`jd
†
`,σdj,σ,
where E` is the spin-independent QD energy level, n`,σ = d
†
`,σd`,σ , U` and U`j (` < j) denote the intradot and
interdot Coulomb interactions, respectively and t`j describes the electron interdot coupling. The interdot Coulomb
interactions as well as intradot Coulomb interactions are important for nanoscale semiconductor QDs and molecules.
Therefore, U`,j cannot be ignored.
Using the Keldysh-Green’s function technique[28, 46], the electrical current from reservoir α to the TQDM junc-
tion is calculated according to the Meir-Wingreen formula
Jα =
ie
h
∫
d
∑
jσ
Γαj [G
<
jσ() + fα()(G
r
jσ()−Gajσ())], (2.58)
where Γαj () =
∑
k |Vk,α,j |2δ(−k) is the tunneling rate between the α-th reservoir and the j-th QD. Throughout the
paper, for two-terminal devices we assume that the left (right) lead is only coupled to the left (right) QD with tunneling
rate ΓL (ΓR), while there is no coupling between the center QD and the two leads. For three-terminal devices, the cou-
pling between the center QD and a third gate is described by the tunneling rate ΓC . fα() = 1/{exp[(−µα)/kBT ]+
1} denotes the Fermi distribution function for the α-th electrode, where µα is the chemical potential and T is the tem-
perature of the system. e, h, and kB denote the electron charge, the Planck’s constant, and the Boltzmann constant,
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Figure borrowed from Chen et al. [11].
respectively. G<jσ(), G
r
jσ(), and G
a
jσ() are the frequency domain representations of the one-particle lessor, re-
tarded, and advanced Green’s functions G<jσ(t, t
′) = i〈d†j,σ(t′)dj,σ(t)〉, Grjσ(t, t′) = −iθ(t− t′)〈{dj,σ(t), d†j,σ(t′)}〉,
and Gajσ(t, t
′) = iθ(t′ − t)〈{dj,σ(t), d†j,σ(t′)}〉, respectively. These one-particle Green’s functions are related re-
cursively to other Green’s functions and correlators via the many-body equation of motion,[29–31] which we solve
via an iterative numerical procedure to obtain all n-particle Green’s functions (n = 1, · · · , 6) and correlators for the
TQDM. (See supplemental materials.) Our procedure is valid in the Coulomb blockade regime, but not the Kondo
regime.[73, 74] Throughout this paper, we assume the on-site Coulomb interaction U` = U0 = 100Γ0 for all three
QDs and the same tunneling rates at all leads, Γαj = Γ with j labeling the QD directly connected to lead α.
2.5.2 Results and discussion
Although the QI of TQDM was theoretically investigated previously[75, 76], the effect of intradot and interdot
Coulomb interactions was not considered. Here, we utilize the LDCT effect to tune the effective hopping strength
between outer QDs to achieve the destructive and constructive QIs in the presence of electron Coulomb interaction.
We consider a TQDM junction in the Pauli spin blockade (PSB) configuration[4, 31] with EL = EF , ER = EF −U0,
tLC = tCR = 3Γ0, ΓL = ΓR = 0.3Γ0, ULC = UCR = 30Γ0, and ULR = 0. Fig.2.7(a) shows the electrical
conductance (Ge) as a function of central QD energy level (∆C = EC − EF ) for tLR varying from 0 to 0.2Γ0 at
kBT = 1Γ0 (in weak interdot coupling regime). For ∆C less than −15Γ0, Ge is not sensitive to the variation of
tLR, indicating that the transport is mainly through the upper path involving the center QD as shown in the inset
of Fig.2.7(a). In the case of tLR = 0, Ge can be well explained by the LDCT effect when EC is far away from
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EF .[77] The central QD provides an intermediated state for electrons in the outer QDs. Through the upper path,
TQDM behaves like a double QD with an effective hopping teff = −tLCtCR/(UCR + ∆C), which can also be
understood by the second order perturbation theory.[77] Once tLR 6= 0 (the lower path turns on), electron transport
through the two paths with teff and tLR lead to a destructive QI. Note that Ge for the case of tLR 6= 0 is reduced
compared to the case of tLR = 0. In particular, Ge is vanishingly small at the value of ∆C where |teff | crosses
tLR as indicated by dashed lines in Fig.2.7(a). For illustration, the curve for |teff | = |tLCtCR|/(UCR + ∆C) is also
shown in Fig.2.7(a). (See short-dashed curve) The vanishing Ge occurs at lower ∆C with increasing |tLR| (Compare
dash-dotted with dashed curves). Due to topological effect, the electron-hole symmetry does not hold for the energy
spectrum of TQDM.[26] When TQDM has identical QD energy levels (E` = E0) and homogenous electron hopping
strengths t`,j = t, we have one level  = E0 + 2t and one doubly degenerate level with  = E0 − t for the case of
U` = U`,j = 0. Unlike the cases of DQDs and SCTQDs, the lowest energy level depends on the sign of t`,j . This
is a manifesting result of electron-hole asymmetrical behavior of TQDM. Therefore, it will be interesting to examine
the sign effect of t`,j on the QI behavior. Physically, the sign of t`,j depends on the symmetry properties of orbitals,
which can change in different configurations. We can replace t`,j by−t`,j to examine the QI effect with respect to the
electron-hole symmetry. The results are shown in Fig.2.7(b). We find that Ge is enhanced with increasing tLR, which
is attributed to the constructive QI effect, in contrast to the destructive QI effect shown in Fig.2.7(a).
To gain deeper understanding of the destructive and constructive QI shown in Fig.2.7, we compare our full calcu-
lation with the weak interdot-coupling theory,[31, 77] which allows simple closed-form expression for the electrical
conductance of TQDM. We obtain Ge = 2e2/h
∫
dT ()[∂f()/∂EF ] ≈ (2e2/h)T (EF ) at low-temperature limit,
where the transmission coefficient T () with 64 configurations is approximately given by
TPSB() (2.59)
=
4ΓLΓRPPSBFQI
|µ1µ2µ3 − t2CRµ1 − t2LCµ3 − t2LRµ2 − 2tLRtLCtCR|2
,
where FQI = µ22(tLCtCR/µ2 + tLR)
2 is a factor related to QI. µ1 =  − EL + iΓL, µ2 =  − EC − URC and
µ3 =  − ER − UR + iΓR. PPSB denotes the probability weight in the PSB configuration.[31] From Eq. 2.59, we
have
Ge =
2e2
h
PPSB4Γ
2(teff + tLR)
2
(Γ2 + 2teff tLR + t2LR)
2 + Γ2 (th1 + th2)2
, (2.60)
where teff = −tLCtCR/(UCR + ∆C), th1 = −t2LC/(UCR + ∆C), and th2 = −t2CR/(UCR + ∆C) with ΓL =
ΓR ≡ Γ. For tLC = tCR = tc = 0, Eq. 2.60 reduces to the conductance of DQD,17 while for tLR = 0, it
reduces to the Ge of SCTQD.[77] At ∆C = 15Γ0 and 60Γ0, which satisfy the condition of teff + tLR = 0 for
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tLR = 0.2Γ0 and tLR = 0.1Γ0, respectively, and we see Ge vanishes there. This well illustrates the destructive
QI seen in Fig.2.7(a). Once we make the substitution t`,j → −t`,j in Eq. 2.60, we can reveal the constructive
QI in Ge as shown in Fig.2.7(b). Note that in the weak coupling regime (teff/Γ  1), the probability weight
PPSB of Eq. 2.60 calculated according to the procedures in Ref. 31, where the interdot two-particle correlation
functions are factorized as the product of single occupation numbers, is consistent with the full calculation, but not
for teff/Γ  1. Away from the weak coupling regime, the interdot electron correlations become important. To
explicitly reveal the importance of electron correlation effects, we plot the curve of tLR = 0.2Γ0 (with triangle
marks) calculated by the procedure of Ref. 31 (including 64 configurations) in Fig.2.7(a). Comparison between the
full solution and the approximation considered in Ref. 18, we find that the electron correlation effects become very
crucial when teff/Γ  1. Once electron transport involves more electrons, the high-order (beyond two-particle)
Green functions and correlation functions should be included (see the results of Fig.2.8). The difference between the
conventional mean-field theory of Ref. 17 with the full solution is even larger. The comparison between mean-field
theory and the procedure of Ref. 31 has been discussed in the appendix of Ref. 31.
According to Eq. 2.60, constructive and destructive QI effects depend on the sign of t`,j . Therefore, if the wave-
function of the center dot has opposite parity (say, an x-like state) with respect to the wavefunctions in two outer dots
(assumed to be s-like), then tLC will have opposite sign compared with tCR and tLR, and the sign of teff will be
flipped. Consequently, the destructive QI shown in Fig.2.7(a) will become constructive QI. Thus, for a center QD with
an s-like ground state and an excited p-like state, it is possible to see the change of QI between destructive and con-
structive by tuning the gate voltage, which sweeps through different resonance energies of the center QD in addition
to the change of sign of teff when the Fermi level goes from below the resonance level to above the resonance level.
From the results of Fig.2.7, QI effect can be electrically controlled by the energy level Ec. This advantage of TQDM
may be useful for improving the spin filtering of DQDs [4].
In addition to QI effects, spin frustration and topological effects (due to electron-hole asymmetry) on the measured
quantities (electrical conductance or current) are also interesting issues.[24] Fig.2.8(a) shows Ge as a function of gate
voltage, ∆g for E` = EF + 10Γ0 − ∆g; ` = L,C,R at two different temperatures, kBT = 0 and 1Γ0. Here,
we consider the homogenous configuration with ULR = ULC = UCR = 30Γ0 and t`,j = tc = 3Γ0. At low
temperature, there are six main peaks in the Ge spectrum, labeled by n, n = 1, · · · , 6 and some secondary peaks.
At higher temperature, the six main peaks are suppressed and broadened as shown by the dashed curve, and the
secondary peaks are washed out. We also plot the total occupation number, N =
∑
σ(NL,σ + NR,σ + NC,σ) as
the black solid curve, which shows a stair-case behavior with plateaus at N = 1, · · · , 6, corresponding to the filling
of TQDM with 1 to 6 electrons. It can be seen that the six main peaks occur at ∆g where N is increased by 1.
Thus, the peak positions n correspond to the chemical potential of electrons in TQDM, i.e. the energy needed to
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Figure 2.8: (a) Electrical conductance of TQDMs as a function of gate voltage ∆g with EL = ER = EC =
EF + 10Γ0−∆g and Γ = 1.6Γ0.(b) Correlation functions for kBT = 0Γ0. Other physical parameters are t`,j = 3Γ0
and ULR = ULC = UCR = 30Γ0. Figure borrowed from Chen et al. [11].
add an electron to the system. The main peak positions can be approximately obtained by the calculation of chemical
potential of TQDM without considering the coupling with leads as done in Ref. 26. For example, 1 = EL − 2|tc|,
2 = EL +ULC − 8t2/(U0 −ULC) and 3 = EL + 2U`,j − 3Jex/2 + 2|tc|+ 16t2c/(U0 −ULC) under the condition
U0 > ULC  tc, where Jex ≡ E0(S = 3/2) − E0(S = 1/2) is the difference in energy between the spin-3/2 and
spin-1/2 configuration.[26] However, the relative strengths of peaks in the conductance spectrum can only be obtained
by solving the full Anderson-Hubbard model self-consistently.
Unlike the Ge spectrum of DQDs,[30] the Ge spectrum of TQDM does not show the electron-hole symmetry due
to topological effect. Note that N = 4 and N = 5 correspond to two-hole and one-hole configurations, respectively.
A large Coulomb blockade separation between 3 and 4 is given by ∆34 = U0 +3Jex−4tc−8t2c/(U0−ULC). Here,
4 corresponds to the two hole ground state with spin triplet instead of singlet. The magnitude of Ge is smaller than
the quantum conductance 2e2/h for tLR/Γ  1 as a result of electron Coulomb interactions.[30] The mechanism
for understanding the unusual Ge behavior in nanostructure junction systems is a subject of high interest.[78] Due to
electron Coulomb interactions, the magnitudes of peaks are related to the probability weights of quantum paths, which
are related to single-particle occupation numbers and many-particle correlation functions.[31]
To reveal the configurations for each main peak, the one-particle occupation number N`,σ ≡ 〈n`,σ〉, inter-
dot two particle correlation functions 〈n`,σnj,σ¯〉 , and three particle correlation functions (〈nL,σnC,−σnR,σ〉, and
〈nL,σnC,−σnR,σ〉) are plotted in Fig.2.8(b). We always have the relation NL,σ = NR,σ 6= NC,σ, because the
outer QDs are directly coupled to electrodes, but not the central QD. Such a relation also holds for two-particle
and three-particle correlation functions. The six main peaks in Fig.2.8(a) indicate the filling of TQDM up to the
n-electron ground state for n = 1, · · · , 6. For example, 2 indicates the formation of two-electron state with spin
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Figure 2.9: Charge stability diagram of TQDM. Γ` = Γ0, kBT = 1.5Γ0, ULC = UCR = ULR = 12Γ0, t`,j = 3Γ0.
The energy levels are shifted according to E` = EF − ULR −
∑2
m=1 β`,meVgm, where the gate coupling constants
are βL,1 = 0.5, βC,1 = 1, βR,1 = 0.5, βL,2 = 1, βC,2 = 0.5, and βR,2 = 1. Figure borrowed from Chen et al. [11].
singlet, while 3 indicates the formation of three-particle state with total spin S = 1/2, which can be described as the
spin-frustration state[24, 26, 79]. Because the on-site Coulomb interaction favors homogeneous distribution of three
electrons in TQDM, whereas the interdot Coulomb repulsion favors the charge fluctuation. As seen in Fig.2.8(b),
for ∆g ≤ 3 ( 78Γ0) N` in each dot clearly displays the charge fluctuation behavior. When TQDM goes into a
three-particle state (∆g > 3), the charge fluctuation is suppressed, and each QD is filled with one particle (with
NL,σ = NR,σ = NC,σ = 0.5), while 〈nL,σnC,σnR,−σ〉=〈nL,σnC,−σnR,σ〉 = 〈nL,−σnC,σnR,−σ〉. This also demon-
strates the spin frustration condition as depicted in the inset of Fig.2.8(a).
Figure2.9 shows the charge stability diagram for zero-bias electrical conductance (Ge) and total occupation num-
ber (N ) as functions of gate voltages exerted on any two QDs (labeled by Vg1 and Vg2) for a TQDM connected to
three terminals. The magnitudes ofGe andN are indicated by different colors. It is noticed thatGe is enhanced on the
borders that separate domains of different values of occupation number (N ) with larger Ge occurring at Vg1 = Vg2.
This is a result of higher degeneracy and charge-fluctuation in the state. The largest Ge for N ≤ 3 occurs at the
junction between N = 1 and N = 2 domains when Vg1 = Vg2. This feature corresponds to the 2 peak of Fig.2.9(a).
The diagram Fig.2.9(a) is simply a collection of curves displayed in Fig.2.8(a) at different values of Vg2 that shifts
the QD energy levels. We note that in the domains of N = 1 and N = 2, the areas with stripes are not symmetrical
with respect to gate voltage. In Ref. 24, a capacitive interaction model was employed to plot the diagram of N . In
their model, the electron hopping strength t`,j was ignored. Consequently, the charge stability diagram of Ge cannot
be obtained. The charge stability diagram of Ge obtained by our full calculation [as shown in Fig.2.9(a)] bears close
resemblance to the experimental results as shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 24.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Tunneling current as a function of ∆C = EC −EF at finite bias Va = 10Γ0 for various temperatures.
(b) Occupation numbers as a function of ∆C at kBT = 0. The other physical parameters used are EL = ER =
EF + 10Γ0, ULC = UCR = 30Γ0, ULR = 10Γ0, tLC = tCR = 3Γ0, tLR = 0.4Γ0, and Γ = Γ0. Figure borrowed
from Chen et al. [11].
So far, the results shown in Figs.2.7-2.9 are all related to the linear response. To further clarify the QI effect at
finite bias (Va = 10Γ0) for different temperatures, we plot in Fig.2.10(a) the tunneling current as a function of center
QD energy, EC = EF + ∆c for the configuration shown in the inset of Fig.2.10(b). For ∆C ≥ 2Γ0, the tunneling
current is suppressed as temperature increases. This is attributed to a reduction of electron population in the electrodes
for electrons with energy near EF + 10Γ0. For ∆C ≤ 2Γ0, we notice that Nc,σ quickly jumps to 0.4, indicating
that the central QD is filled with charge, which causes an interdot Coulomb blockade for electrons entering the left
QD. (See the reduction of NL,σ in Fig.2.10(b)). This explains the sharp dip of Ge for ∆C ≤ 2Γ0 in Fig.2.10(a). As
temperature increases, such a dip in tunneling current is smeared out. At ∆C = 10Γ0 + tLCtCR/tLR ≡ ∆QI , the
tunneling current vanishes for all temperatures considered due to the QI effect. Such a robust destructive QI effect
with respect to temperature provides a remarkable advantage for the realization of single electron QI transistors at
room temperature.[25] To understand the interdot correlation effect, we also plot the case without interdot Coulomb
interaction (U`,j = 0) for kBT = 0 in Fig.2.10(a). (See solid curve) We notice that the QI effect remains qualitatively
the same, except that the tunneling current is slightly enhanced with interdot Coulomb interaction turned off. As the
QI effect suppresses the current flow, the charge will accumulate in the left dot. Thus, NL,σ reaches the maximum at
∆C = ∆QI while NR reaches the minimum as seen in Fig.2.10(b). This implies that the QI effect can be utilized to
control charge storage in TQDM.
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2.6 Application: Quantum interference and structure-dependent
orbital-filling effects on the thermoelectric properties of quantum dot
molecules
The quantum interference and orbital filling effects on the thermoelectric (TE) properties of quantum dot molecules
with high figure of merit are illustrated via the full solution to the Hubbard-Anderson model in the Coulomb blockade
regime.[12] It is found that under certain condition in the triangular QD molecule (TQDM), destructive quantum
interference (QI) can occur, which leads to vanishing small electrical conductance, while the Seebeck coefficient is
modified dramatically. When TQDM is in the charge localization state due to QI, the Seebeck coefficient is seriously
suppressed at low temperature, but highly enhanced at high temperature. Meanwhile, the behavior of Lorenz number
reveals that it is easier to block charge transport via destructive QI than the electron heat transport at high temperatures.
The maximum power factor (PF) in TQDM occurs at full-filling condition. Nevertheless, low-filling condition is
preferred for getting maximum PF in serially coupled triple QDs in general. In double QDs, the maximum PF can
be achieved either with orbital-depletion or orbital-filling as a result of electron-hole symmetry. Our theoretical work
provides a useful guideline for advancing the nanoscale TE technology.
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Chapter 3
Graphene nanoribbon quantum dot qubits
3.1 Method
3.1.1 One-particle problem
Consider a graphene nanoribbon (GNB) with width W and length L and armchair boundary conditions. Let the
x-axis be the direction across the width of the nanoribbon and the y-axis be the direction parallel to the length of the
ribbon. The low-energy behavior of an electron in this system can be described by the Dirac equation [13, 38, 39]
H1|ψ〉 = ~vq0 |ψ〉 (3.1)
H1 =
−i
q0
σx∂x + σy∂y 0
0 −σx∂x + σy∂y
+ V (y)~vq0 ,
where ~ is Planck’s constant, v is the Fermi velocity of graphene, q0 = pi3W is a characteristic momentum that will be
explained below, σx, σy are Pauli matrices, ∂x, ∂y are partial derivatives, and V (y) is the electrical confining potential
along the y-axis. In this work, 1/q0 is the characteristic length scale and ~vq0 is a characteristic energy scale. |ψ〉 is a
4-component spinor in the form
|ψ〉 =

ψ(K,A)
ψ(K,B)
−ψ(K ′, A)
−ψ(K ′, B)

, (3.2)
where K,K ′ label the two valleys in the Brillouin zone of graphene, A,B label the two sublattices of graphene, and
ψ is the envelope function.
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We use the basis expansion of the electron envelope function
|ψ〉 =
∑
m,s,n
φm,ns |ψm,ns 〉 (3.3)
〈x, y|ψm,ns 〉 =
1√
2WL
 χseiqnx
χse
−iqnx
 fm(y), (3.4)
where {fm(y)} is a set of basis functions of variable y, s = A,B denotes the two sublattices, and the constant
two-component spinors are
χA =
1
0
 (3.5)
χB =
0
1
 . (3.6)
The boundary conditions are
〈x, y|ψ〉|x=0 =
0 1
1 0
 〈x, y|ψ〉|x=0 (3.7)
〈x, y|ψ〉|x=W =
 0 e+i 2piµ3
e−i
2piµ
3 0
 〈x, y|ψ〉|x=W , (3.8)
where µ = ±1, 0 is a constant determined by the width of the ribbon. µ = ±1 defines the semiconducting boundary
condition. In Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), each number in the matrices should be understood as the number times a 2 × 2
identity matrix. Imposing the semiconducting boundary conditions on the basis functions leads to quantization of the
electronic states in the x-direction
qn =
pi
W
(n+
µ
3
), n ∈ Z (3.9)
= (3n+ µ)q0, (3.10)
where the momentum scale q0 = pi3W is defined. We consider only the condition n = 0 and µ = +1 throughout this
paper.
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The basis functions fm(y) are chosen to be sinusoidal functions confined within the interval [0, L],
fm(y) =
√
2 sin(
pimy
L
). (3.11)
The matrix elements of the one-particle Hamiltonian and the overlap matrix can then be written down analytically.
The equation of motion then becomes a generalized eigenvalue problem
∑
ms
〈ψm′ns′ |H1|ψm,ns 〉φm,ns =

~vq0
∑
ms
〈ψm′ns′ |ψm,ns 〉φm,ns ,
(3.12)
which is solved using a numerical solver.
3.1.2 Two-particle problem
To evaluate the exchange coupling between two qubits, we need to consider the mutual Coulomb interaction and
exchange term between two electrons localized in neighboring GNB quantum dots. The Coulomb interaction in two-
dimension is
vee =
e2
4pi~v
1
q0
1√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2
,
where e
2
4pi~v is the dimensionless Coulomb parameter, i.e., the fine-structure constant of graphene. One expects
e2
4pi~v = 2.2 or smaller values for a suspended graphene.[80–82] In this work we use
e2
4pi~v = 1.43 for graphene on
quartz substrate. [80]
We apply the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method for the generalized-valence-bond wave function [45] to solve the
two-particle problem. The spatial part of the singlet(+) and triplet(−) wave functions are
|ψ±〉 = 1√
2(1± S2) (|φL, φR〉 ± |φR, φL〉), (3.13)
where S = |〈φL|φR〉|. The Hamiltonian is
H = H1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H1 + vee. (3.14)
The Schrodinger equation is
H|ψ±〉 = E|ψ±〉. (3.15)
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Figure 3.1: Double well potential profile along the graphene ribbon length. The size of each well is lowercase w, the
well-to-well separation distance is d, the barrier outside both wells is µout, the barrier potential height is µb, and the
potential heights of the left well and right well are µwL and µwR, respectively. Figure borrowed from Chen and Chang
[14].
In each iteration, given φR, we solve for
〈n′, φR|H|ψ±〉 = E〈n′, φR|ψ±〉. (3.16)
Given the expansion of |φL〉 within an non-orthonormal basis set {|n〉} and choosing normalized |φR〉, the gener-
alized eigenvalue problem to be solved is
〈n′|HGVB |n〉〈n|φL〉 = E〈n′|SGVB |n〉〈n|φL〉, (3.17)
where the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices elements are
〈n′|HGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|H1|n〉+ 〈n′|n〉〈φR|H1|φR〉 (3.18)
± 〈n′|H1|φR〉〈φR|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|H1|n〉
+ 〈n′, φR|vee|n, φR〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, n〉
〈n′|SGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|n〉. (3.19)
The iteration continues until self-consistency is reached. For the triplet state, we carry out the reorthonormalization
and projection procedure described in Fang et al. [45] to resolve the linear-dependence problem in the generalized
eigenvalue problem.
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3.1.3 The double well model
We model a GNB double-dot system by a double square well potential in the y-direction, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Unless specified, we use the following parameters throughout this work. The physical parameters used in the model
are those reported in the experimental study by Liu et al. [83] The width of the ribbon is W = 20(nm) ∼ 1q−10 ,
and hence our characteristic energy is ~vq0 ∼ 32.9(meV ). The length of the ribbon is L = 800(nm) ∼ 40q−10 .
The width of each dot (i.e., the width of each confining well) is w = 4q−10 . The separation between the dots (i.e.,
the width of the potential barrier between two dots) is d. The electric potential of the left dot, right dot, barrier, and
outside region is given by µL, µR, µb, and µout, respectively. We use µout = 1.5~vq0 = 49.4(meV ) as suggested by
previous theoretical work. [13] The potential of the left dot and the right dot are fixed to µL = µR = 0, and the Fermi
energy is fixed to EF /~vq0 = 1. The number of sinusoidal basis functions used is 50.
3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Single particle solutions
We first examine the single-particle behavior of single and double potential wells. Figure 3.2(a) shows the single-
particle energy levels as functions of confining potential height µout for a single confining well, where the width of
the well is q0w = 2 and the length of the ribbon is q0L = 16. For small confining potentials (the left upper triangle
region), the potential is not high enough to confine the electron. Hence this region contains many lines which are the
states of the discretized continuous conduction band. The discretization is caused by the finite length (L) of GNB
considered. For higher confining potential (the middle region), there are 3 quantized levels, which is in consistent with
the results given in Trauzettel et al. [13] For higher confining potentials (the right lower triangle region), the energies
of conduction band electrons in the well become coincide with the valence band of the barrier, and hence the region
contains many lines consisting of the discretized Klein tunneling states.
Figure 3.2(b) shows energy levels as functions of inter-well distance for a double square well potential. The
width of the wells is q0w = 4. This data involves the information of some high energy excited states, so the number
of sinusoidal basis functions used in this calculation is 100 for higher accuracy. Above the energy of the valence
band maximum (VBM) of the barrier (black dotted line), there are the ground state (blue solid), 1st-excited state
(blue dashed), 2nd-excited (green solid), 3rd-excited (green dashed), 4th-excited (red solid), 5th-excited (red dashed)
energy levels. The ground state is very close to the barrier VBM, and one expects to see the enhancement of inter-well
coupling due to Klein tunneling in this regime.
Figure 3.2(c) shows the energy gaps ∆Em = Em+1 − Em as as functions of inter-well distance for the same
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Figure 3.2: (a) Single particle energy levels as functions of confining potential height for a single well. The width of
the well is q0w = 2. The quantized levels in the middle regime are in consistent with the results in Trauzettel et al. [13]
The conducting states (states forming the left upper triangle) and the Klein tunneling states (states forming the right
lower triangle) are also shown in our calculation. (b) Single particle energy levels as functions of inter-well distance
for a double well. The width of the wells is q0w = 4. The ground state (solid blue) is generally above but very close
to the top of the barrier valence band (dotted black), and hence is a Klien tunneling assisted localized state. (c) Energy
gaps as functions of inter-well distance for a double well. The energy gaps are defined to be ∆Em = Em+1 − Em.
The gap between the ground state and the first-excited state (solid blue) decays slower than the other states. Figure
borrowed from Chen and Chang [14].
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Figure 3.3: Negative exchange coupling −Jex = Esinglet − Etriplet as a function of the inter-well barrier potential
height µb for well-to-well distance q0d = 2 (blue solid) and q0d = 4 (red dashed). (a) Linear plot. (b) Semi-log plot.
Figure borrowed from Chen and Chang [14].
double square well potential in a semi-log scale. E0 is the ground state energy, E1 is the 1st-excited state energy ...etc.
Linear curves in the semi-log scale indicate that the gaps decay exponentially with the well-to-well distance. For small
separation d, the ground state gap ∆E0 is smaller than the excited state gaps ∆Em,m = 2, 4, but the decay length
increases as d increases. For long distance q0d > 4, the ground state gap becomes larger than the excited state gaps,
indicating the ground state gap has a smaller decay rate comparing to the excited state gaps. This suggests that the
long-distance coupling is enhanced by the Klein tunneling for the single-particle wave function, consistent with the
prediction in Ref. Trauzettel et al. [13].
3.2.2 Effects of barrier height on the exchange coupling between two qubits
Here, we study the effects of barrier height on the exchange coupling between two electrons in the GNB double
well. Figure 3.3(a) shows the negative exchange splitting−Jex = Esinglet−Etriplet as a function of barrier potential
height µb. For small barrier heights, the negative exchange splitting can be either negative (q0d = 2, blue solid) or
positive (q0d = 4, red dashed) depending on the well-to-well separation q0d. For small barrier heights, the potential
profile is a single confining well instead of double well. A singlet-triplet ground state transition is expected for barrier
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Table 3.1: Singlet total energy Esinglet, triplet total energy Etriplet, and triplet single particle energy E1 for some
selected inter-dot distance q0d and barrier height µb/~vq0.
q0d µb/~vq0 Esinglet/~vq0 Etriplet/~vq0 E1/~vq0
2 1.5 2.63897 2.63869 1.20982
2 1.9 2.65891 2.65711 1.21937
4 1.5 2.57493 2.57489 1.20796
4 1.9 2.59815 2.59668 1.21833
8 1.5 2.51309 2.51309 1.20725
8 1.9 2.53504 2.53501 1.21845
heights lower than a critical value, which shall be discussed further in Section 3.2.3. In this section we focus on the
regime in which the barrier height is larger than or equal to the critical value. In our model, the critical value can
be estimated by comparing the barrier height with both the single-particle ground state energy and the bottom of the
conduction bands associated with the wells. In Fig. 3.3(a), the green dashed line marks the point when µb crosses
〈H1〉, the expectation value of H1 in the triplet solution for q0d = 2, which has a weak dependence on µb. We label
this point by E¯1. E¯1 happens to be almost the same as the average of 〈H1〉 over µb for µb from 0 to 2~vq0. The black
dashed line indicates where the barrier height equals to the bottom of the conduction bands of the wells, which is at
1~vq0. The critical value lies somewhere between 1~vq0 and E¯1. For µb larger than the critical value ∼ 1.1~vq0,
−Jex is always positive, and increases monotonically up to µb/~vq0 = 1.9.
Figure 3.3(b) shows the negative exchange coupling for µb > 1.1~vq0 on a semi-log scale. The negative exchange
coupling grows exponentially for q0d = 2, and super-exponentially for q0d = 4. The coupling for q0d = 4 can be
almost as large as q0d = 2 as µb reaches 1.9~vq0. The exchange coupling of q0d = 2 (blue solid) is linear in the
semi-log plot, which indicates an exponential growth. For a longer well-to-well separation, q0d = 4, one can see
super-exponential growth of the exchange coupling. For q0d = 4 and µb > 1.92~vq0, the electrons in the singlet
state are in the first-excited single-particle state of both dots, while the electrons in the triplet state are still in the
single-particle ground state. The exchange coupling can not be defined in this case.
The super-exponential growth for larger well-to-well distances in Fig. 3.3(b) is a special characteristic of a graphene
quantum dot. The overlap between the wave functions of the electrons in the left dot and the right dot is expected
to be enhanced by Klein tunnelling of Dirac fermions when the valence band of the barrier region is close to the
single-particle energy. [13] This long-distance coupling of Dirac fermions is suggested as a possible advantage of the
graphene quantum dot qubit over traditional constructions. In the graphene qubit, the exchange coupling for the long
distance case, q0d = 4, is almost as large as that in the short distance case, q0d = 2, as the barrier potential approaches
µb/~vq0 = 2. This result implies that the top of the valence band in the barrier regions approaches the bottom of the
well conduction band at 1~vq0. This result supports the proposal in Trauzettel et al. [13]
This overlap enhancement is explicitly shown in Fig. 3.4, where the normalized charge density ρ±(y1) = |〈y1|ψ±〉|2
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Figure 3.4: Normalized charge density along the ribbon for the case q0d = 4 for (a) singlet state and (b) triplet state
for various barrier potential strengths. µb/~vq0 = 0 (black solid), µb/~vq0 = 0.6 (green dash-dot), µb/~vq0 = 1.2
(blue dashed), µb/~vq0 = 1.9 (red dotted). The density in the barrier region decreases as µb/~vq0 increasing from
zero to 0.6 and 1.2, but increases as µb/~vq0 further increasing to a higher value 1.9. The increment of density in the
barrier region is larger for the singlet state than that of the triplet state. Figure borrowed from Chen and Chang [14].
is plotted as a function of y-coordinate for singlet and triplet states for various barrier heights. The electron density is
mainly localized in the two potential wells. The charge density between two wells decreases as the barrier potential is
raised from zero (black solid) to µb/~vq0 = 0.6 (green dash-dot) and µb/~vq0 = 1.2 (blue dashed). However, as the
barrier height is raised to a higher value µb/~vq0 = 1.9 (red dotted), the charge density between the wells increases.
This counter-intuitive behavior due to Klein tunnelling is a characteristic of Dirac fermions. As the barrier height
approaches µb/~vq0 = 2, the VBM of the barrier is aligned with the conduction band minimum in the well. This
leads to an enhancement of the overlap between the two electrons. The enhancement for singlet state is stronger than
that for the triplet state, which leads to an increase of the singlet-triplet energy splitting. This result is in agreement
with the result shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.2.3 Effects of inter-dot distance on the exchange coupling between two qubits
Figure 3.5(a) shows the negative exchange coupling as a function of inter-dot distance for different barrier heights.
In the absence of a barrier (red dash-dot), the negative exchange coupling starts with negative values and increases
to positive values for q0d > 3. For µb/~vq0 = 1.5 and µb = 1.9~vq0, the negative exchange splitting starts with a
positive value, and decays exponentially for q0d > 3, as shown in Fig. 3.5(b).
For µb/~vq0 = 0, there is no barrier and we only have one confining potential well. For µb = 0, increasing d is the
same as increasing the width of a single potential well (which equals to d+2w, as shown in Fig. 1). This situation has
been studied using various first-principle calculations, as summarized in Rayne and Forest [84] The ground state is a
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Figure 3.5: Negative exchange coupling −Jex as a function of well-to-well distance d for various barrier heights in
(a) linear scale and (b) semi-log scale. µb/~vq0 = 0 (red dash-dot), µb/~vq0 = 1.5 (blue solid), µb/~vq0 = 1.9
(green dashed). For zero barrier, the singlet-triplet ground state transition occurs roughly at critical distance q0dc ∼ 3
(black vertical dashed). For finite barrier, the negative exchange coupling decays exponentially for q0d > 3. Figure
borrowed from Chen and Chang [14].
singlet for a short ribbon, and a triplet for a long ribbon. Our result is consistent to the previous studies. In particular,
the red dash-dot line is similar to Fig. 2(a) in Rayne and Forest [84] In our calculation, the singlet-triplet ground state
transition occurs roughly at the critical distance q0dc ∼ 3, which is labelled by the black vertical dashed line. For
larger barrier heights, the singlet state has a larger density at the barrier region and hence has higher energy. This is
why the triplet state is the ground state and the negative exchange coupling is always positive for µb/~vq0 = 1.5 and
µb/~vq0 = 1.9.
For medium barrier height µb/~vq0 = 1.5, the exchange coupling decreases exponentially when the inter-dot
distance increases, as shown in Fig. 3.5. For higher barrier height µb/~vq0 = 1.9, where Klein paradox assisted
tunneling occurs, the negative exchange coupling is generally larger than that for µb/~vq0 = 1.5. For small values
of q0d, the negative exchange coupling increases with increasing separation before reaching the singlet-triplet ground
state transition point q0dc ∼ 3. For inter-dot distances longer than the critical distance q0dc ∼ 3, we see the expected
exponential decay. Hence in the Klein tunneling regime, the location of the maximum of the exchanged coupling can
be roughly predicted by looking at the zero barrier height solution.
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Figure 3.6: Normalized charge density along the ribbon of well-to-well separation q0d = 4 and µb/~vq0 = 1.9 for (a)
singlet state and (b) triplet state for various well widths. q0w = 0 (black solid), q0w = 4 (green dash-dot), q0w = 8
(blue dashed). Figure borrowed from Chen and Chang [14].
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Figure 3.7: Negative exchange coupling −Jex as a function of well width w for various barrier heights in (a) linear
scale and (b) semi-log scale. Figure borrowed from Chen and Chang [14].
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3.2.4 Effects of well width on two-particle solutions
Figure 3.6 shows the charge density along the y-axis for various well widths for (a) the singlet states and (b) the
triplet states. The inter-well distance is q0d = 4 and the barrier height is µb/~vq0 = 1.9. For small well width q0w = 4
(black solid), the density in the barrier region for the singlet state is much higher than that of the triplet state. For larger
well widths, the charge densities spread out from the center, and the difference of the charge densities between the
singlet state and the triplet state in the barrier region is not significant. The absolute value of exchange coupling is
hence expected to be large for small well width and small for large well width. This is shown in Fig. 3.7, where
the negative exchange coupling is plotted as functions of well width q0w. For barrier height larger than the critical
value µb/~vq0 = 1.5 (blue solid) and µb/~vq0 = 1.9 (green dashed), the exchange splitting decays exponentially,
as shown in the semi-log scale in Fig. 3.7(b). The exchange splitting of µb/~vq0 = 1.9 is much larger than that of
µb/~vq0 = 1.5 due to the Klein tunneling. For zero barrier height (red dash-dot), there is only a single confining
well, and the curve is just the long-distance extension of the same curve (red dash-dot) in Fig. 3.5(a) discussed in the
previous section.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
In summary, we use an exterior algebra construction for the equation of motion to solve for many-body fermionic
Green’s function numerically. This method can be applied to few-impurity Anderson model out of equilibrium. We
have obtained full solution to the charge transport through TQDM junction in the presence of electron Coulomb inter-
actions, which includes all n-electron (n = 1, · · · , 6) Green’s functions and correlation functions. The destructive and
constructive QI behaviors of TQDM are clarified by considering the LDCT effect on the conductance spectrum. The
conductance spectrum of TQDM with total occupation number varying from one to six directly reveals the electron-
hole asymmetry due to topological effect. The calculated correlation functions also illustrate the charge fluctuation
and spin frustration behaviors of TQDM. Our numerical results for charge stability diagram match experimental mea-
surements very well. Finally, we demonstrated that the QI effect in TQDM is robust against temperature variation
and it can be utilized to control the charge storage. We also apply this method to high figure of merit thermoelectric
quantum dot devices.
We have performed theoretical studies of the electronic structures of graphene nanoribbon quantum dot qubits
using the Dirac equation and a double square well potential. The two electron wave functions and exchange splitting
are calculated for various potential configurations using a generalized-valence-bond wave function within the unre-
stricted Hartree-Fock approximation. As the barrier height approaches 2~vq0 (the band gap of the nanoribbon), the
magnitude of the exchange coupling is enhanced by the Klein tunneling. This enhancement can make the long dis-
tance coupling almost as large as the short distance coupling. At zero barrier height, the distance dependence of the
exchange coupling is in consistent with the results given by previous first-principle studies. For higher barrier heights,
the magnitude of the exchange coupling decays, but can be magnified by the Klein tunneling at higher barrier heights.
For small wells size the negative exchange coupling is larger than that of large well sizes.
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Appendix A
Details for EOMPACK code
A.1 Derivation of the EOM
Let’s derive the exact equation of motion of the many-particle Green’s function
G
(n)
i1i2...i2n
(t, t′) = −i〈T [d†i1(t)...d†in−1(t)din(t)...di2n−1(t)d†i2n(t′)]〉, (A.1)
for the general quartic Hamiltonian
H0 =
N∑
ij=1
tijd
†
idj +
N∑
i<j=1
Uijninj . (A.2)
The result is
i∂tG
(n)
i1...i2n
(t, t′) = δ(t− t′)
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉 (A.3)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj +
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj)G
(n)
i1...iµ−1jiµ+1...i2n−1i2n(t, t
′)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
Uiµiν +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
Uiµiν )G
(n)
i1...i2n
(t, t′)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
)
∑
j
UiµjG
(n+1)
i1...in−1jjin...i2n−1i2n(t, t
′).
All the definitions are the same as that of Section 2.2.
The derivation is divided into 3 parts:
1. The term generated by the tight-binding (quadratic) Hamiltonian (which should be proportional to tij , and we
call it (t-term)).
2. The term generated by the two-particle interaction (quartic) terms (which gives all the terms proportional to Uij ,
and we call it (U-term)).
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3. The contact term generated by differentiate the time-ordering product (which gives the expectation values, and
we call it (c-term)).
We denotes each term such that i∂tG
(n)
i1...i2n
= (t-term) + (U-term) + (c-term).
Differentiation the operators with respect to time generates the commutators with the Hamiltonian. In this part we
calculate the commutator with the tight-binding Hamiltonian
Ht =
N∑
ij=1
tijd
†
idj . (A.4)
It gives
i∂tdk(t) =
N∑
j=1
tkjdj(t) (A.5)
i∂td
†
k(t) =
N∑
j=1
−t¯kjd†j(t). (A.6)
So in general,
i∂t(d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) = −
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj(d
†
i1
...d†iµ−1d
†
jd
†
iµ+1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) (A.7)
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj(d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...diµ−1djdiµ+1...di2n−1(t)).
This gives the result
(t-term) = (−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj +
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj)G
(n)
i1...iµ−1jiµ+1...i2n−1i2n(t, t
′). (A.8)
In this part we calculate the commutator with the two-particle interaction Hamiltonian (for simplicity, we assume
U is real symmetric and diagonal elements are zeros),
HU =
N∑
i<j=1
Uijninj . (A.9)
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It gives
i∂tdk(t) =
∑
j 6=k
Ukjdknj(t) (A.10)
i∂td
†
k(t) = −
∑
j 6=k
Ukjd
†
knj(t), (A.11)
So in general,
i∂t(d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) = −
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
Uiµj(d
†
i1
...d†iµd
†
jdjd
†
iµ+1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) (A.12)
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
Uiµj(d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...diµd
†
jdjdiµ+1 ...di2n−1(t)).
To simplify this, we try to move the operators to keep things normal-ordered. What is going to happen is that the anti-
commutation relation generates some n-particle terms, which contribute to the shift of poles in the Green’s functions
due to two-particle interactions. We focus on the first term, and recursively calculate the anti-commutations,
djd
†
iµ+1
...d†in−1 = (δj,iµ+1 − d†iµ+1dj)d†iµ+2 ...d†in−1 (A.13)
= δj,iµ+1d
†
iµ+2
...d†in−1 − d†iµ+1(δj,iµ+2 − d†iµ+2dj)...d†in−1 (A.14)
= ...
= (−1)n−µ−1d†iµ+1 ...d†in−1dj +
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
(−1)ν−µ−1d†iµ+1 ...d†iν−1δj,iνd†iν+1 ...d†in−1 . (A.15)
Plug it back to the first term, and we get two parts. The first part is simply
−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
Uiµj(d
†
i1
...d†in−1d
†
jdjdin ...di2n−1(t)). (A.16)
The second part is
−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
∑
j
(−1)ν−µ−1Uiµj(d†i1 ...d†iµd†jd†iµ+1 ...d†iν−1δj,iνd†iν+1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t))
= −
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
(−1)ν−µ−1Uiµiν (d†i1 ...d†iµd†iνd†iµ+1 ...d†iν−1d†iν+1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) (A.17)
= −
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
Uiµiν (d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)). (A.18)
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So we finish the calculation for the first term. Now for the second term, we calculate the anti-commutations recursively,
din ...diµ−1d
†
j = din ...diµ−2(δj,iµ−1 − d†jdiµ−1) (A.19)
= din ...diµ−2δj,iµ−1 − din ...diµ−3(δj,iµ−2 − d†jdiµ−2)diµ−1 (A.20)
= ...
= (−1)µ−nd†jdin ...diµ−1 +
µ−1∑
ν=n
(−1)µ−1−νdin ...diν−1δiν ,jdiν+1 ...diµ−1 . (A.21)
Plug this back to the second term, we get two parts. The first part is simply
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
Uiµj(d
†
i1
...d†in−1d
†
jdjdin ...di2n−1(t)). (A.22)
The second part is
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
∑
j
(−1)µ−1−νUiµj(d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diν−1δiν ,jdiν+1 ...diµ−1djdiµ+1 ...di2n−1(t))
= +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
(−1)µ−1−νUiµiν (d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diν−1diν+1 ...diµ−1diνdiµ+1 ...di2n−1(t)) (A.23)
= +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
Uiµiν (d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)). (A.24)
Putting these together, we get a simple result
i∂t(d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) = (−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
)Uiµiν (d
†
i1
...d†in−1din ...di2n−1(t)) (A.25)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
)Uiµj(d
†
i1
...d†in−1d
†
jdjdin ...di2n−1(t)).
Finally we get
(U-term) = +(−
n−1∑
µ=1
n−1∑
ν=µ+1
Uiµiν +
2n−1∑
µ=n
µ−1∑
ν=n
Uiµiν )G
(n)
i1...i2n
(t, t′) (A.26)
+(−
n−1∑
µ=1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
)
∑
j
UiµjG
(n+1)
i1...in−1jjin...i2n−1i2n(t, t
′).
Differentiating the time-ordering product generates the expectation value of the anti-commutator
(c-term) = δ(t− t′)〈{d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1 , d†i2n}(t)〉. (A.27)
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There are two terms,
{d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1 , d†i2n} = d†i2nd†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1 + d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1d†i2n . (A.28)
The strategy is to move the last creation operator d†i2n in the second term to the left. This will eventually cancel out
the first term. In the process of moving, the anti-commutation relation with the annihilation operators will generate
some additional (n− 1)-particle terms. We do this by applying the anti-commutation relation recursively:
din ...di2n−1d
†
i2n
= din ...di2n−2(δi2n−1,i2n − d†i2ndi2n−1) (A.29)
= din ...di2n−2δi2n−1,i2n − din ...di2n−3(δi2n−2,i2n − d†i2ndi2n−2)di2n−1 (A.30)
= ...
= (−1)nd†i2ndin ...di2n−1 +
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)din ...diµ−1δiµ,i2ndiµ+1 ...di2n−1 . (A.31)
This means
d†i1 ...d
†
in−1din ...di2n−1d
†
i2n
= (−1)d†i2nd†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1 (A.32)
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2nd†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1 .
The result is
〈{d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−1 , d†i2n}〉 =
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉. (A.33)
Hence the contact term is
(c-term) = δ(t− t′)
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉. (A.34)
The correlations can be obtained by the integral relation
〈d†i1 ...d†indin+1 ...di2n〉 =
∫
d
2pii
G
(n)<
i2...i2ni1
() (A.35)
=
1
n!
n∑
µ=1
(−1)µ+1
∫
d
2pii
G
(n)<
i1...îµ...inin+1...i2niµ
() . (A.36)
In the second line, it is written in the anti-symmetric tensor expression.
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A.2 Derivation of the matrix EOM
Given a vector space V = span({e1, ..., eN}), we consider antisymmetric n-form spaces Λ(n)(V ) = span({w1 ∧
... ∧ wn}), where wj ∈ Λ(1)(V ). There are three basic maps associated with Lie derivatives, wedge product and
interior product, respectively. For convenience, we will formulate these maps as the following.
For a given matrix f with matrix elements fmn, there is a corresponding map fˆ : Λ(1)(V ) 7→ Λ(1)(V ) defined by
fˆ = fmne
m ⊗ en. There is a corresponding L-map Lˆ : Λ(n) 7→ Λ(n) defined by the Leibniz rule
Lˆ[f ](w1 ∧ ... ∧ wn) =
n∑
µ=1
w1 ∧ ... ∧ wµ−1 ∧ fˆ(wµ) ∧ wµ+1... ∧ wn, (A.37)
where wj ∈ Λ(1)(V ) are some one-form. We can also define the wedge product map ∧ˆ : Λ(n) 7→ Λ(n+1) as
∧ˆj(·) = ej ∧ (·), (A.38)
and the interior product iˆ : Λ(n) 7→ Λ(n−1) as
iˆj(w
1 ∧ ... ∧ wn) =
n∑
µ=1
(−1)µ−1w1 ∧ ... ∧ wµ−1 ∧ iˆj(wµ) ∧ wµ+1... ∧ wn (A.39)
iˆj(e
k) = δj,k. (A.40)
We also define the associated maps on Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) tensor space by
Kˆ[Lˆ1, Lˆ2] ≡ (−Lˆ1)⊕ Lˆ2 (A.41)
= −Lˆ1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Lˆ2 (A.42)
Kˆ[Lˆ] ≡ Kˆ[Lˆ, Lˆ], (A.43)
where Lˆ1 and Lˆ2 are L-maps on Λ(n−1) and Λ(n), respectively. ⊕ here denotes the Kronecker sum, not the direct
sum. 1 denotes an identity map. We will use the same notation for the maps associated with V = span({e1, ..., eN})
and V¯ = span({e¯1, ..., e¯N )}. The space on which they act should be clear from the order of the maps.
On the spaces
Ω(n),(n) ≡ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(n) (A.44)
Θ(n) ≡ Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1), (A.45)
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we define the maps
∇ˆ1(n)t : Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) 7→ Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) (A.46)
∇ˆ2(n)U : Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) 7→ Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) (A.47)
∇ˆ−(n+1)U : Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(n+1) ⊗ Λ(1) 7→ Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) (A.48)
∇ˆ+(n−1) : Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n−1) 7→ Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) (A.49)
∇ˆ<(n) : Λ(n−1) ⊗ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(1) 7→ Λ(n) ⊗ Λ(n). (A.50)
The goal of this section is to compute the formulae in explicit indices for the following maps:
∇ˆ1(n)t = Kˆ[Lˆ[t¯], Lˆ[t]]⊗ 1 (A.51)
∇ˆ2(n)U =
∑
jk
Ujk
2
Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ] · Lˆ[ηk]]⊗ 1 (A.52)
∇ˆ−(n+1)U = (−1)(n+1)
∑
jk
Ujk[Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ]] · (ˆik ⊗ iˆk)]⊗ 1 (A.53)
∇ˆ+(n−1) = (−1)(n−1)
∑
j
1⊗ ∧ˆj ⊗ ∧ˆj (A.54)
∇ˆ<(n) = 1
n
∑
j
∧ˆj ⊗ 1⊗ iˆj , (A.55)
acting on
Gˆ(n) = G
(n)
i1...i2n
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n . (A.56)
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A.2.1 ∇ˆ1t map
∇ˆ1tG(n) (A.57)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
∇ˆ1t (ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n) (A.58)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
(−Lˆ[t¯](ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1)⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n (A.59)
+ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ Lˆ[t](e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1)⊗ ei2n) (A.60)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
(A.61)
×(−
n−1∑
µ=1
(ei1 ∧ ... ∧ eiµ−1 ∧ (
∑
j
t¯jiµe
j) ∧ eiµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1)⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n (A.62)
+
2n−1∑
µ=n
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ (e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯iµ−1 ∧ (
∑
j
tjiµ e¯
j) ∧ e¯iµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1)⊗ ei2n). (A.63)
Rename the dummy indices j ↔ iµ to get the result
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
(−
n−1∑
µ=1
∑
j
t¯iµj +
2n−1∑
µ=n
∑
j
tiµj)G
(n)
i1...iµ−1jiµ+1...i2n (A.64)
×ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n . (A.65)
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A.2.2 ∇ˆ2U map
In the following keep in mind that Ujj = 0.
∇ˆ2UG(n) (A.66)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
∇ˆ2U (ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n) (A.67)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
(A.68)
×
∑
jk
Ujk
2
(−Lˆ[ηj ] · Lˆ[ηk](ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1)⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n (A.69)
+ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ Lˆ[ηj ] · Lˆ[ηk](e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1)⊗ ei2n) (A.70)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
∑
jk
Ujk
2
(A.71)
×(−Lˆ[ηj ](
n−1∑
µ=1
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ eiµ−1 ∧ (δiµkek) ∧ eiµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1)⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n (A.72)
+ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ Lˆ[ηj ](
2n−1∑
µ=n
e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯iµ−1 ∧ (δiµke¯k) ∧ e¯iµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1)⊗ ei2n) (A.73)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
∑
j
(A.74)
×(−Lˆ[ηj ](
n−1∑
µ=1
Ujiµ
2
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1)⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n (A.75)
+ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ Lˆ[ηj ](
2n−1∑
µ=n
Ujiµ
2
e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1)⊗ ei2n) (A.76)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
∑
j
(A.77)
×(−(
n−1∑
µ,ν=1
Ujiµ
2
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ eiν−1 ∧ (δiνjej) ∧ eiν+1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1)⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n (A.78)
+ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ (
2n−1∑
µ,ν=n
Ujiµ
2
e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯iν−1 ∧ (δiνj e¯j) ∧ e¯iν+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1)⊗ ei2n) (A.79)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1...i2n
(−
n−1∑
µ,ν=1
Uiµiν
2
+
2n−1∑
µ,ν=n
Uiµiν
2
) (A.80)
×ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n . (A.81)
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A.2.3 ∇ˆ−U map
∇−UG(n+1) (A.82)
=
1
n!(n+ 1)!
∑
i1...i2n+2
G
(n+1)
i1...i2n+2
∇−U (ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein ⊗ e¯in+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n+1 ⊗ ei2n+2) (A.83)
=
(−1)(n+1)
n!(n+ 1)!
∑
i1...i2n+2
G
(n+1)
i1...i2n+2
∑
jk
UjkK[L[ηj ]]{ (A.84)
(
n∑
µ=1
(−1)µ−1ei1 ∧ ... ∧ eiµ−1 ∧ iˆk(eiµ) ∧ eiµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ ein)⊗ (A.85)
(
2n+1∑
ν=n+1
(−1)ν−n−1e¯in+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯iν−1 ∧ iˆk(e¯iν ) ∧ e¯iν+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n+1 ⊗ ei2n+2)} (A.86)
=
1
n!(n+ 1)!
∑
i1...i2n+2
G
(n+1)
i1...i2n+2
∑
jk
n∑
µ=1
2n+1∑
ν=n+1
(−1)µ+ν+1δkiµδkiνUjkK[L[ηj ]]( (A.87)
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ eiµ−1 ∧ eiµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ ein ⊗ e¯in+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯iν−1 ∧ e¯iν+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n+1 ⊗ ei2n+2). (A.88)
Now rename the dummy indices

iµ iµ+1 ... in in+1 ... iν−1 iν iν+1 ... i2n+2
↓ ↓ ... ↓ ↓ ... ↓ ↓ ↓ ... ↓
l iµ ... in−1 in ... iν−2 s iν−1 ... i2n
 , (A.89)
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and get
=
1
n!(n+ 1)!
∑
i1...i2n
∑
jkls
n∑
µ=1
2n+1∑
ν=n+1
(−1)µ+ν+1δklδksUjkG(n+1)i1...iµ−1liµ...iν−1siν ...i2n × (A.90)
K[L[ηj ]](e
i1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n) (A.91)
=
1
n!(n+ 1)!
∑
i1...i2n
∑
jkls
n∑
µ=1
2n+1∑
ν=n+1
δklδksUjkG
(n+1)
i1...in−1lsin...i2n × (A.92)
K[L[ηj ]](e
i1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n) (A.93)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
∑
jl
UjlG
(n+1)
i1...in−1llin...i2n × (A.94)
K[L[ηj ]](e
i1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n) (A.95)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
∑
jl
UjlG
(n+1)
i1...in−1llin...i2n × (A.96)
(−
n∑
µ=1
δjiµ +
2n−1∑
µ=n+1
δjiµ)(e
i1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n) (A.97)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
∑
l
(−
n∑
µ=1
+
2n−1∑
µ=n+1
)UiµlG
(n+1)
i1...in−1llin...i2n × (A.98)
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n . (A.99)
A.2.4 ∇+ map
∇+(n−1)[ 1
(n− 1)!(n− 1)!
∑
i1...i2n−2
〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−2〉ei1 ∧ ...ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−2 ] (A.100)
=
(−1)(n−1)
(n− 1)!(n− 1)!
∑
i1...i2n−2
∑
j
1⊗ ∧ˆj ⊗ ∧ˆj [〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−2〉ei1 ∧ ...ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−2 ](A.101)
=
(−1)n−1
(n− 1)!(n− 1)!
∑
i1...i2n−2
∑
j
〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−2〉ei1 ∧ ...ein−1 ⊗ e¯j ∧ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−2 ⊗ ej (A.102)
=
1
(n− 1)!(n− 1)!
∑
i1...i2n−2
∑
ij
δij〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...di2n−2〉ei1 ∧ ...ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−2 ∧ e¯i ⊗ ej .(A.103)
Rename the dummy indices

in in+1 ... iµ−1 iµ ... i2n−2 i j
↓ ↓ ... ↓ ↓ ↓ ... ↓ ↓
in in+1 ... iµ−1 iµ+1 ... i2n−1 iµ i2n
 , (A.104)
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to get
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
2n−1∑
µ=n
δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉 (A.105)
ei1 ∧ ...ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯iµ−1 ∧ e¯iµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−2 ∧ e¯iµ ⊗ ei2n (A.106)
=
1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
2n−1∑
µ=n
(−1)(µ+1)δiµ,i2n〈d†i1 ...d†in−1din ...diµ−1diµ+1 ...di2n−1〉 (A.107)
ei1 ∧ ...ein−1 ⊗ e¯in ∧ ... ∧ e¯i2n−2 ⊗ ei2n . (A.108)
A.2.5 ∇<(n) map
∇ˆ<(n)[ 1
(n− 1)!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i1i2...i2n
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ∧ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n ] (A.109)
=
1
n
∑
i1...i2n
∑
j
∧ˆj ⊗ 1⊗ iˆj [ 1
(n− 1)!n!G
(n)
i1i2...i2n
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ∧ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−1 ⊗ ei2n ] (A.110)
=
1
n!n!
∑
i1...i2n
∑
j
G
(n)
i1i2...i2n
ej ∧ ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ∧ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−1 ⊗ δj,i2n (A.111)
=
1
n!n!
∑
i1...i2n−1
∑
j
G
(n)
i1i2...i2n−1jej ∧ ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein−1 ∧ e¯in ∧ ...e¯i2n−1 . (A.112)
Rename the dummy indices

j i1 ... in−1 in ... i2n−1
↓ ↓ ... ↓ ↓ ... ↓
i1 i2 ... in in+1 ... i2n
 (A.113)
to get
=
1
n!n!
∑
i1...i2n
G
(n)
i2...i2ni1
ei1 ∧ ... ∧ ein ∧ e¯in+1 ∧ ...e¯i2n . (A.114)
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A.3 EOM in the differential form
In this section we show that the matrix operators
∇ˆ1(n)t = Kˆ[Lˆ[t¯], Lˆ[t]]⊗ 1 (A.115)
∇ˆ2(n)U =
∑
jk
Ujk
2
Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ] · Lˆ[ηk]]⊗ 1 (A.116)
∇ˆ−(n+1)U = (−1)(n+1)
∑
jk
Ujk[Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ]] · (ˆik ⊗ iˆk)]⊗ 1 (A.117)
∇ˆ+(n−1) = (−1)(n−1)
∑
j
1⊗ ∧ˆj ⊗ ∧ˆj (A.118)
∇ˆ<(n) = 1
n
∑
j
∧ˆj ⊗ 1⊗ iˆj , (A.119)
are equivalent to the geometric mappings
∇ˆ1t = iLX[t¯] ⊗ 1 (A.120)
∇ˆ2U =
−i
2
∑
jk
UjkLX[ηj ]LJX[ηk] ⊗ 1 (A.121)
∇ˆ−U = −i
∑
jk
UjkLX[ηj ]iˆ∂k iˆ∂k¯ ⊗ 1 (A.122)
∇ˆ+ =
∑
j
dz¯j ∧ (·)⊗ dzj (A.123)
∇ˆ<(n) = 1
n
∑
j
dzj ∧ (·)⊗ iˆ∂j , (A.124)
when acting on the differential forms with constant components. It is sufficient to show the equivalence upon basis
forms. We perform brute-force computation for ∇ˆ1(n)t and ∇ˆ2(n)U . The equivalence of other maps are clear from the
definitions.
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A.3.1 Lie derivatives
Firstly we prove the equivalence between Lie derivative and L-map. This will simplify the following proofs.
L∑
j,k tkjz
j∂k(dz
i1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin) (A.125)
= (
∑
j,k
tkjdiˆzj∂kdz
i1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin) (A.126)
=
n∑
µ=1
dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dziµ−1 ∧ (
∑
j,k
tkjdz
jδ
iµ
k ) ∧ dziµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin (A.127)
=
n∑
µ=1
dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dziµ−1 ∧ (
∑
j
tiµjdz
j) ∧ dziµ+1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin (A.128)
= Lˆ[t](dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin). (A.129)
A.3.2 ∇ˆ1(n)t map
iLX[t¯](dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1) (A.130)
= (iL∑
j,k it¯kjz
j∂k−itkj z¯j∂k¯)(dz
i1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1) (A.131)
= (L−∑j,k t¯kjzj∂k + L∑j,k tkj z¯j∂k¯)(dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1) (A.132)
= (−
∑
j,k
t¯kjdiˆzj∂kdz
i1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1) ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1 (A.133)
+dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ (
∑
j,k
tkjdiˆz¯j∂k¯dz¯
in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1). (A.134)
A.3.3 ∇ˆ2(n)U map
JX[ηk] = (
∑
l
idzl ⊗ ∂l − idz¯l ⊗ ∂l¯)(izk∂k − iz¯k∂k¯) (A.135)
= −(zk∂k + z¯k∂k¯). (A.136)
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−iLX[ηj ]LJX[ηk](dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1) (A.137)
= L−zj∂j+z¯j∂j¯Lzk∂k+z¯k∂k¯(dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1) (A.138)
= (−diˆzj∂j + diˆz¯j∂j¯ )(diˆzk∂k + diˆz¯k∂k¯)(dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1) (A.139)
= −(diˆzj∂jdiˆzk∂k)(dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1) ∧ dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1 (A.140)
+dzi1 ∧ ... ∧ dzin−1 ∧ (diˆz¯j∂j¯diˆz¯k∂k¯)(dz¯in ∧ ... ∧ dz¯i2n−1). (A.141)
A.4 Numerical Implementation: EOMPACK
A.4.1 Structure of the EOMPACK code
In this section we summarize the process of the EOMPACK code:
1. Generate basis for anti-symmetric tensors (extalgebra.f90).
2. Compute the matrix elements (matelement.f90).
3. Solve the EOM (eom.f90).
In the next section we explain how each step is done, and use N = 2 as a practical example. Some discussions about
numerical exterior algebra could be found in Allen and Bridges [85].
A.4.2 Generate tensor basis (extalgebra.f90)
Generate anti-symmetric tensor basis
Assume N -dimensional vector space V with ordered basis {e1, e2, ..., eN}.
The full tensors of rank n is a space with dimension Nn. We want to work in the smaller space consisting of only
the anti-symmetric tensors, which is of a smaller dimension
(
N
n
)
.
The basis for anti-symmetric tensors is constructed by the wedge product
ei1 ∧ ei2 ∧ ... ∧ ein =
∑
P
sgn(P )eiP (1) ⊗ eiP (2) ⊗ ...⊗ eiP (n) , (A.142)
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where P is permutation. A general anti-symmetric tensor can be expressed in the component form
A =
∑
i1<...<in
Ai1,...,inei1 ∧ ei2 ∧ ... ∧ ein (A.143)
=
∑
i1,...,in
1
n!
Ai1,...,inei1 ∧ ei2 ∧ ... ∧ ein . (A.144)
For N = 2, we should generate the following ordered basis:
Λ0(V ) = span{1} (A.145)
Λ1(V ) = span{e1, e2} (A.146)
Λ2(V ) = span{e1 ∧ e2}. (A.147)
For N = 3, we should generate the following ordered basis:
Λ0(V ) = span{1} (A.148)
Λ1(V ) = span{e1, e2, e3} (A.149)
Λ2(V ) = span{e1 ∧ e2, e1 ∧ e3, e2 ∧ e3} (A.150)
Λ3(V ) = span{e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3}. (A.151)
The dimensions should be dim(Λp) =
(
N
p
)
.
Generate Green’s function tensor basis
It is given by the tensor product Θn(V ) = Λn−1(V )⊗Λn(V )⊗Λ1(V ) (convenient for C-style array) or Θn(V ) =
Λ1(V )⊗Λn−1(V )⊗Λn(V ) (convenient for Fortran-style array). We choose the first convention for the Python code
and the second one for the Fortran code. For all the derivations, we use the C-like convention.
For N = 2, we should generate the following ordered basis:
Θ0(V ) = span{1} (A.152)
Θ1(V ) = span{e1 ⊗ e1, e1 ⊗ e2, e2 ⊗ e1, e2 ⊗ e2} (A.153)
Θ2(V ) = span{e1 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e1, e1 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e2, e2 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e1, e2 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e2} (A.154)
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A.4.3 Compute the matrix elements (matelement.f90)
For a linear map Fˆ , the matrix element is computed by Fij = 〈i|Fˆ |j〉 for all |i〉, |j〉 in the basis. So what we will
do is
1. Compute all Fˆ |j〉.
2. Take the inner product.
Compute the mappings
The maps can be written explicitly as
∇ˆ1(n)t = Kˆ[Lˆ[t¯], Lˆ[t]]⊗ 1 (A.155)
∇ˆ2(n)U =
∑
jk
Ujk
2
Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ] · Lˆ[ηk]]⊗ 1 (A.156)
∇ˆ−(n+1)U = (−1)(n+1)
∑
jk
Ujk[Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ]] · (ˆik ⊗ iˆk)]⊗ 1 (A.157)
∇ˆ+(n−1) = (−1)(n−1)
∑
j
1⊗ ∧ˆj ⊗ ∧ˆj (A.158)
∇ˆ<(n) = 1
n
∑
j
∧ˆj ⊗ 1⊗ iˆj . (A.159)
So we can construct the matrices by evaluating these matrix elements first:
〈β(Λ(n))|Lˆ[t]|β(Λ(n))〉 (A.160)
〈β(Λ(n−1))|ˆij |β(Λ(n))〉 (A.161)
〈β(Λ(n+1))|∧ˆj |β(Λ(n))〉. (A.162)
Then the full matrices can then be calculated efficiently by sparse matrix arithmetic.
Compute the inner product
The inner product between two alternating tensors is mathematically defined by the Hodge star operator. It could
be generally computed by determinants (O(n3)) which is super slow. A better way to do this is to sort (in worst case
O(n2)) and then do a comparison (O(n)). This is what we do in the Python code. However, with carefully surgery in
the maps, we can actually do the sorting by a binary search (O(ln(n))) and then an insertion (O(1)). This algorithm
is implemented in our Fortran code. The algorithm is very fast and hence the computational time for constructing the
matrices is negligible comparing to the time for solving the equations up to N = 12.
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A.4.4 Sparse matrix arithmetic (spmatrix.f90)
There are several standard sparse matrix formats. In our code we use minimal amount of formats: coordinate
format(COO), compressed sparse row format(CSR), and linked list format(LIL). Notice that Intel has its own CSR
format (so called 3-array variation, or CSR3) which differs from the NIST standard CSR format. See the Intel MKL
manual for further information.
Each of these matrix type has its own advantage. The following list shows the most efficient format to do the tasks
(and this is how we implement our code):
1. LILmatrix: append new matrix element.
2. COOmatrix: Kronecker product.
3. CSRmatrix: matrix addtion, matrix multiplication, sparse solver.
Intel MKL provides subroutines to do the following tasks:
1. Transformation between COO and CSR .
2. Matrix-matrix addition and multiplication for CSR.
3. Matrix-vector and matrix-dense matrix multiplication for CSR.
4. Sparse solver for CSR.
We write the codes to do all the other operations and wrappers in the file spmatrix.f90.
A.4.5 Linear and non-linear solvers and numerical quadrature (eom.f90)
For the linear solver, we have a direct solver and an iterative solver. The user can choose the direct solver INTEL
PARDISO [86], or the conjugate gradient(CG) iterative solver [87–89].
Other possible methods are Krylov subspace method for shifted linear systems [90] and various model order
reduction methods [91] like PRIMA [92]. To apply these methods, one needs to rewrite the EOM in the form described
in section A.6. But we found that the CG implementation is simpler and more reliable.
For the non-linear solver, I write a limited-memory Broyden solver based on the restart algorithm described in
van de Rotten and Lunel [93]. The memory cost is O(kD), where k is a constant parameter. This is much better than
the standard Broyden method (O(D2)).
Several options for the numerical quadrature are Simpson’s method, Gaussian quadrature and adaptive Cash-Karp-
Runge-Kutta. [94]
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A.5 Step-by-step example to construct the matrix EOM for N = 2
Here we type up the case for N = 2. In this section, we simplify the notation by substituting V for β(V ).
A.5.1 Generate tensor basis
Dimensions for Λ(n) should be 1, 2, 1 for n = 0, 1, 2.
Λ(0)(V ) = {1} (A.163)
Λ(1)(V ) = {e1, e2} (A.164)
Λ(2)(V ) = {e1 ∧ e2}. (A.165)
Dimensions for Θ(n) should be 1, 4, 4 for n = 0, 1, 2.
Θ(0)(V ) = {1} (A.166)
Θ(1)(V ) = {e1 ⊗ e1, e1 ⊗ e2, e2 ⊗ e1, e2 ⊗ e2} (A.167)
Θ(2)(V ) = {e1 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e1, e1 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e2, e2 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e1, e2 ⊗ e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ e2}. (A.168)
A.5.2 Matrix element
L-map
For n = 0,
1 7→ 0. (A.169)
The matrix is,
L(0)[t] = 〈Λ(0)|Lˆ[t]|Λ(0)〉 =
(
0
)
. (A.170)
For n = 1,
e1 7→ t11e1 + t21e2 (A.171)
e2 7→ t12e1 + t22e2 (A.172)
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The matrix is,
L(1)[t] = 〈Λ(1)|Lˆ[t]|Λ(1)〉 =
t11 t12
t21 t22
 (A.173)
For n = 2,
e1 ∧ e2 7→ (t11 + t22)e1 ∧ e2. (A.174)
The matrix is,
L(2)[t] = 〈Λ(2)|Lˆ[t]|Λ(2)〉 =
(
t11 + t22
)
. (A.175)
Prepare some other matrices
L(0)[ηi] · L(0)[ηj ] = 0 (A.176)
L(1)[η1] · L(1)[η1] =
1 0
0 0
 (A.177)
L(1)[η2] · L(1)[η2] =
0 0
0 1
 (A.178)
L(1)[η1] · L(1)[η2] =
0 0
0 0
 (A.179)
L(2)[ηi] · L(2)[ηj ] =
(
1
)
(A.180)
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1-particle Kronecker sum:
K(1)[L[η1] · L[η1]] = −0⊗
1 0
0 1
+ 1⊗
1 0
0 0
 (A.181)
=
1 0
0 0
 (A.182)
K(1)[L[η2] · L[η2]] = −0⊗
1 0
0 1
⊗ 1 +
0 0
0 1
⊗ 1 (A.183)
=
0 0
0 1
 (A.184)
K(1)[L[η1] · L[η2]] = −0⊗
1 0
0 1
⊗ 1 +
0 0
0 0
⊗ 1 (A.185)
=
0 0
0 0
 (A.186)
2-particle Kronecker sum:
K(2)[L[η1] · L[η1]] = −
1 0
0 0
⊗ 1 +
1 0
0 1
⊗ 1 (A.187)
=
0 0
0 1
 (A.188)
K(2)[L[η2] · L[η2]] = −
0 0
0 1
⊗ 1 +
1 0
0 1
⊗ 1 (A.189)
=
1 0
0 0
 (A.190)
K(2)[L[η1] · L[η2]] = −
0 0
0 0
⊗ 1 +
1 0
0 1
⊗ 1 (A.191)
=
1 0
0 1
 (A.192)
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∇ˆ1t map
The map is
∇ˆ1(n)t = Kˆ[Lˆ[t¯], Lˆ[t]]⊗ 1. (A.193)
1-particle matrix is
∇1(1)t = 〈Θ(1)|∇ˆ1t |Θ(1)〉 =
t11 t12
t21 t22
 . (A.194)
2-particle matrix is
∇1(2)t = 〈Θ(2)|∇ˆ1t |Θ(2)〉 = −
t¯11 t¯12
t¯21 t¯22
⊗ 1 +
1 0
0 1
⊗ (t11 + t22) (A.195)
=
−t¯11 + t11 + t22 −t¯12
−t¯21 −t¯22 + t11 + t22
 . (A.196)
∇ˆ2U map
The map is
∇ˆ2(n)U =
∑
jk
Ujk
2
Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ] · Lˆ[ηk]]⊗ 1. (A.197)
The matrices are
∇2(1)U = 〈Θ(1)|∇ˆ2U |Θ(1)〉 = U12K(1)[L[η1] · L[η2]] (A.198)
=
0 0
0 0
 (A.199)
∇2(2)U = 〈Θ(2)|∇ˆ2U |Θ(2)〉 = U12K(2)[L[η1] · L[η2]] (A.200)
=
U12 0
0 U12
 . (A.201)
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iˆj map
For n = 1, j = 1,
e1 7→ 1 (A.202)
e2 7→ 0. (A.203)
For n = 1, j = 2,
e1 7→ 0 (A.204)
e2 7→ 1. (A.205)
The matrices are
i
(1)
1 = 〈Λ(0) |ˆi1|Λ(1)〉 =
(
1 0
)
(A.206)
i
(1)
2 = 〈Λ(0) |ˆi2|Λ(1)〉 =
(
0 1
)
. (A.207)
For n = 2, j = 1,
e1 ∧ e2 7→ e2. (A.208)
For n = 2, j = 2,
e1 ∧ e2 7→ −e1. (A.209)
The matrices are
i
(2)
1 = 〈Λ(1) |ˆi1|Λ(2)〉 =
0
1
 (A.210)
i
(2)
2 = 〈Λ(1) |ˆi2|Λ(2)〉 =
−1
0
 . (A.211)
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∇ˆ−U map
The map is
∇ˆ−(n+1)U = (−1)(n+1)
∑
jk
Ujk[Kˆ[Lˆ[ηj ]] · (ˆik ⊗ iˆk)]⊗ 1. (A.212)
The interior matrices are
i
(1)
1 ⊗ i(2)1 =
(
1 0
)
⊗
0
1
 (A.213)
=
0 0
1 0
 (A.214)
i
(1)
2 ⊗ i(2)2 =
(
0 1
)
⊗
−1
0
 (A.215)
=
0 −1
0 0
 . (A.216)
The matrix is
∇−(2)U = 〈Θ(1)|∇ˆ−U |Θ(2)〉 (A.217)
= U12K
(1)[L[η1] · L[η1]] · (i(1)2 ⊗ i(2)2 ) + U21K(1)[L[η2] · L[η2]] · (i(1)1 ⊗ i(2)1 ) (A.218)
= U12(
1 0
0 0
 ·
0 −1
0 0
+
0 0
0 1
 ·
0 0
1 0
) (A.219)
=
 0 −U12
U12 0
 . (A.220)
∧ˆj map
For n = 0, j = 1,
1 7→ e1. (A.221)
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For n = 0, j = 2,
1 7→ e2. (A.222)
The matrices are
∧(0)1 = 〈Λ(1)|∧ˆ1|Λ(0)〉 =
1
0
 (A.223)
∧(0)2 = 〈Λ(1)|∧ˆ2|Λ(0)〉 =
0
1
 . (A.224)
For n = 1, j = 1,
e1 7→ 0 (A.225)
e2 7→ e1 ∧ e2. (A.226)
For n = 1, j = 2,
e1 7→ −e1 ∧ e2 (A.227)
e2 7→ 0. (A.228)
The matrices are
∧(1)1 = 〈Λ(2)|∧ˆ1|Λ(1)〉 =
(
0 1
)
(A.229)
∧(1)2 = 〈Λ(2)|∧ˆ2|Λ(1)〉 =
(
−1 0
)
. (A.230)
∇ˆ+ map
The map is
∇ˆ+(n−1) = (−1)(n−1)
∑
j
1⊗ ∧ˆj ⊗ ∧ˆj . (A.231)
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The matrices are
∇+(0) = 〈Θ(1)|∇+(0)|Ω(0),(0)〉 (A.232)
= (−1)(0)
∑
j
〈Λ(0)|1|Λ(0)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(1)|∧ˆj |Λ(0)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(1)|∧ˆj |Λ(0)〉 (A.233)
= 1⊗
1
0
⊗
1
0
+ 1⊗
0
1
⊗
0
1
 (A.234)
=

1
0
0
1

, (A.235)
and
∇+(1) = 〈Θ(2)|∇+(1)|Ω(1),(1)〉 (A.236)
= (−1)(1)
∑
j
〈Λ(1)|1|Λ(1)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(2)|∧ˆj |Λ(1)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(1)|∧ˆj |Λ(0)〉 (A.237)
= (−1)
1 0
0 1
⊗ (0 1)⊗
1
0
+ (−1)
1 0
0 1
⊗ (−1 0)⊗
0
1
 (A.238)
=

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0

. (A.239)
∇ˆ<(n) map
The map is
∇ˆ<(n) = 1
n
∑
j
∧ˆj ⊗ 1⊗ iˆj . (A.240)
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The matrices are
∇<(1) = 〈Ω(1),(1)|∇ˆ<(1)|Θ(1)〉 (A.241)
=
∑
j
〈Λ(1)|∧ˆj |Λ(0)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(1)|1|Λ(1)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(0) |ˆij |Λ(1)〉 (A.242)
=
1
0
⊗
1 0
0 1
⊗ (1 0)+
0
1
⊗
1 0
0 1
⊗ (0 1) (A.243)
=

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

, (A.244)
and
∇<(2) = 〈Ω(2),(2)|∇ˆ<(2)|Θ(2)〉 (A.245)
=
1
2
∑
j
〈Λ(2)|∧ˆj |Λ(1)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(2)|1|Λ(2)〉 ⊗ 〈Λ(0) |ˆij |Λ(1)〉 (A.246)
=
1
2
(
0 1
)
⊗
(
1
)
⊗
(
1 0
)
+
1
2
(
−1 0
)
⊗
(
1
)
⊗
(
0 1
)
(A.247)
=
1
2
(
0 −1 1 0
)
. (A.248)
A.5.3 Results
For the case of a single QD
H =
∑
σ
Eσd
†
σdσ + t(d
†
σdσ¯ + h.c.) + Unσnσ¯ +
∑
σk
(Vkσc
†
kdσ + h.c.) +
∑
k
kc
†
kck, (A.249)
the procedure directly generates the following eom, which is the same as the known results. We assume t and U to
be the real number for simplicity. Level 1 = σ, level 2 = σ¯. We write the expectation values in vector form and
the Green’s functions in the matrix form, so reshaping steps (rs) between vector and matrix form is required. All the
vector-matrix reshaping here should be done in row-major, since we are using C-like array convention throughout this
work.
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EOM for 1-particle retarded Green’s function:
(−
Eσ + Σrσ t
t Eσ¯ + Σ
r
σ¯
)
G(1)rσσ G(1)rσσ¯
G
(1)r
σ¯σ G
(1)r
σ¯σ¯
 = (rs)

1
0
0
1

+
0 −U
U 0

G(2)rσσσ¯σ G(2)rσσσ¯σ¯
G
(2)r
σ¯σσ¯σ G
(2)r
σ¯σσ¯σ¯
 .(A.250)
EOM for 2-particle retarded Green’s function:
(−
Eσ¯ + U − Σ¯rσ + Σrσ + Σrσ¯ −t
−t Eσ + U − Σ¯rσ¯ + Σrσ + Σrσ¯
)
G(2)rσσσ¯σ G(2)rσσσ¯σ¯
G
(2)r
σ¯σσ¯σ G
(2)r
σ¯σσ¯σ¯
 (A.251)
= (rs)

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0


〈d†σdσ〉
〈d†σdσ¯〉
〈d†σ¯dσ〉
〈d†σ¯dσ¯〉

. (A.252)
EOM for 1-particle lessor Green’s function:
(−
Eσ + Σrσ t
t Eσ¯ + Σ
r
σ¯
)
G(1)<σσ G(1)<σσ¯
G
(1)<
σ¯σ G
(1)<
σ¯σ¯
 (A.253)
=
Σ<σ 0
0 Σ<σ¯

G(1)aσσ G(1)aσσ¯
G
(1)a
σ¯σ G
(1)a
σ¯σ¯
+
0 −U
U 0

G(2)<σσσ¯σ G(2)<σσσ¯σ¯
G
(2)<
σ¯σσ¯σ G
(2)<
σ¯σσ¯σ¯
 (A.254)
EOM for 2-particle lessor Green’s function:
(−
Eσ¯ + U − Σ¯rσ + Σrσ + Σrσ¯ −t
−t Eσ + U − Σ¯rσ¯ + Σrσ + Σrσ¯
)
G(2)<σσσ¯σ G(2)<σσσ¯σ¯
G
(2)<
σ¯σσ¯σ G
(2)<
σ¯σσ¯σ¯
 (A.255)
=
−Σ¯<σ + Σ<σ + Σ<σ¯ 0
0 −Σ¯<σ¯ + Σ<σ + Σ<σ¯

G(2)aσσσ¯σ G(2)aσσσ¯σ¯
G
(2)a
σ¯σσ¯σ G
(2)a
σ¯σσ¯σ¯
 (A.256)
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1-particle expectation values:

〈d†σdσ〉
〈d†σdσ¯〉
〈d†σ¯dσ〉
〈d†σ¯dσ¯〉

=

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

(rs)
∫
d
2pii
G(1)<σσ () G(1)<σσ¯ ()
G
(1)<
σ¯σ () G
(1)<
σ¯σ¯ ()
 . (A.257)
2-particle expectation values:
(
〈d†σd†σ¯dσdσ¯〉
)
=
1
2
(
0 −1 1 0
)
(rs)
∫
d
2pii
G(2)<σσσ¯σ G(2)<σσσ¯σ¯
G
(2)<
σ¯σσ¯σ G
(2)<
σ¯σσ¯σ¯
 . (A.258)
A.6 EOM in the direct sum space
In the model order reduction method and the proof for fluctuation-dissipation theory, it is convenient to write the
EOM in the direct sum space
⊕
n Θ
(n). For example, the non-equilibrium EOM
(−∇1(n)t −∇2(n)U −∇s(n)Σr )Gr(n)() = ∇+(n−1)C(n−1) +∇−(n+1)U Gr(n+1)() (A.259)
(−∇1(n)t −∇2(n)U −∇s(n)Σr )G<(n)() = ∇s(n)Σ< Ga(n)() +∇−(n+1)U Gr(n+1)() (A.260)
C(n) =
1
2pii
∇<(n)
∫
dG<(n)(), (A.261)
can be written as
(−∇1t −∇2U −∇−U −∇sΣr )Gr() = ∇+C (A.262)
(−∇1t −∇2U −∇−U −∇sΣr )G<() = ∇sΣ<Ga() (A.263)
C =
1
2pii
∇<
∫
dG<(), (A.264)
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where
G =

G(1)
...
G(N)
 (A.265)
C =

C(1)
...
C(N)
 (A.266)
∇xX =

∇x(1)X 0 · · · 0
0 ∇x(2)X
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∇x(N)X

(A.267)
∇−U =

0 ∇−(2)U 0 · · · 0
. . . . . . . . .
...
. . . . . . 0
. . . ∇−(N)U
0

(A.268)
∇+ =

0
∇+(1) . . .
0
. . . . . .
...
. . . . . . . . .
0 · · · 0 ∇+(N−1) 0

, (A.269)
and x = 1, 2, s, <, X = t, U,Σ. The empty part of the matrices are zeros. The solution is
Gr() = (G−1()−∇sΣr )−1∇+C (A.270)
G<() = (G−1()−∇sΣr )−1∇sΣ<Ga() (A.271)
C =
1
2pii
∇<
∫
dG<(), (A.272)
where G() = (−∇1t −∇2U −∇−U )−1. The equations take the form of Dyson and Keldysh equation, since these are
the many-particle generalizations.
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A.7 Fluctuation-dissipation theorem
A.7.1 Equilibrium theory
For fermionic operators A,B, where A maps from (N + 1)-particle subspace to N -particle subspace and B maps
from N -particle subspace to (N + 1)-particle subspace, then the equilibrium Green’s function satisfies
G<() = −2if()=Gr(), (A.273)
where G<() =
∫
dteiti〈BA(t)〉 and Gr() = ∫ dteit − iθ(t)〈{A(t), B}〉 and f() = 1
1+eβ(−µ) is the Fermi
distribution. Notice that the formula can be applied to general n-particle Green’s function, not just the 1-particle
Green’s function. For example A can be A = d†i1di2di3 , or linear combinations of different operators like A =
αd†i1di2di3 + βdi4 . This fact is shown in the following derivation. [95]
Derivation:
Gr() =
∫
dteit − iθ(t)〈{A(t), B}〉 (A.274)
= −i
∫ ∞
0
dteitTr(e−β(H−µN){eiHtAe−iHt, B}) (A.275)
= −i
∫ ∞
0
dteit(Tr(e−β(H−µN)eiHtAe−iHtB) + Tr(e−β(H−µN)BeiHtAe−iHt)) (A.276)
= −i
∫ ∞
0
dteit
∑
mn
(e−β(Em−µNm)eiEmtAmne−iEntBnm (A.277)
+e−β(En−µNn)BnmeiEmtAmne−iEnt) (A.278)
= −i
∫ ∞
0
dteit
∑
mn
(e−β(Em−µNm) + e−β(En−µNn))ei(Em−En)tAmnBnm (A.279)
= −i
∫ ∞
0
dteit
∑
mn
(1 + e−β((Em−En)−µ(Nm−Nn)))e−β(En−µNn)ei(Em−En)tAmnBnm (A.280)
=
∑
mn
(1 + e−β((Em−En)−µ(Nm−Nn)))e−β(En−µNn)
AmnBnm
+ (Em − En) + iδ . (A.281)
Use the fact Nm −Nn = −1 to get
=Gr() = −pi
∑
mn
(1 + e−β((Em−En)−µ(Nm−Nn)))e−β(En−µNn)AmnBnmδ(+ (Em − En)) (A.282)
= −pi(1 + eβ(−µ))
∑
mn
e−β(En−µNn)AmnBnmδ(+ Em − En). (A.283)
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So we get the result
G<() =
∫
dteiti〈BA(t)〉 (A.284)
=
∫
dteitiT r(BeiHtAe−iHt) (A.285)
= i
∫
dteit
∑
mn
BnmAmne
i(Em−En)te−β(En−µNn) (A.286)
= 2pii
∑
mn
AmnBnmδ(+ Em − En)e−β(En−µNn) (A.287)
= −2i 1
1 + eβ(−µ)
=Gr(). (A.288)
A.7.2 Non-equilibrium theory
As a consistent check, we prove that under the equilibrium condition fα = f our non-equilibrium equation of
motion gives the correct fluctuation-dissipation relation. In this section we work in the direct sum space
⊕
n Θ
(n)
described in section A.6.
Proof:
−2if=Gr = f(Ga −Gr) (A.289)
= f [(G−1 −∇sΣa)−1 − (G−1 −∇sΣr )−1]∇+C (A.290)
= f(G−1 −∇sΣr )−1[(G−1 −∇sΣr )− (G−1 −∇sΣa)](G−1 −∇sΣa)−1∇+C (A.291)
= f(G−1 −∇sΣr )−1[∇sΣa −∇sΣr ]Ga (A.292)
= (G−1 −∇sΣr )−1∇sf(Σa−Σr)Ga (A.293)
= G<, (A.294)
since the equilibrium condition fα = f implies Σ< = f(Σa − Σr). Notice that for finite bias fL 6= fR and the
relation breaks down. Also notice that the self-energy is not required to be small. The requirements for the fluctuation-
dissipation theory to hold are fα = f and the real linearity of∇s. Also notice that if there is 1− fα, then the relation
also breaks down.
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A.8 Transport properties
In this section bold text implies matrix. For example, G means the matrix Gij . The non-equilibrium current
tunnelling through the electrode α can be obtained by the Meir-Wingreen formula[28, 46]
Jα =
ie
h
∫
dTr{Γα[G< + fα(Gr −Ga)]} (A.295)
=
e
h
∫
dIα. (A.296)
The unit for the current is [ eh ][energy]. The integrand is
Iα = −Tr{Γα[=G< + fα(2=Gr)]}. (A.297)
We can define some moments coefficients
Lαn =
1
h
∫
d(
− µ
T
)n
δIα
δfα
∂fα
∂µα
. (A.298)
Then we can calculate some transport properties:
Differential conductance : Gαe = e
∂Jα
∂µα
= e2Lα0 (A.299)
Seebeck coefficient : Sα = −∂V
∂T
|J=0 = − L
α
1
eLα0
(A.300)
Thermal current : Qα =
1
h
∫
d(− µα)Iα (A.301)
Electron thermal conductance : καe =
∂Qα
∂Tα
+
∂Qα
∂V α
Sα = Tα(Lα2 −
(Lα1 )
2
Lα0
). (A.302)
A.8.1 Derivation for the thermal transport coefficients
In this section we ignore α for brevity. The derivatives of Fermi function is
df
dµ
=
1
2T (1 + cosh( −µT ))
(A.303)
df
dT
=
− µ
T
df
dµ
. (A.304)
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For zero temperature we have
df
dµ
= δ(− µ). (A.305)
Derivation for Seebeck coefficient:
∂J
∂T
=
e
h
∫
d
∂I
∂f
∂f
∂T
(A.306)
= eL1. (A.307)
So we have
S = −∂V
∂T
|J=0 (A.308)
= −∂J
∂T
/
∂J
∂V
(A.309)
= − eL1
e2L0
(A.310)
= − L1
eL0
. (A.311)
Derivation for thermal conductivity :
∂Q
∂T
=
1
h
∫
d(− µ) ∂I
∂f
∂f
∂T
(A.312)
=
T
h
∫
d(
− µ
T
)2
∂I
∂f
∂f
∂µ
(A.313)
= TL2. (A.314)
∂Q
∂V
=
e
h
∫
d[−I + (− µ) ∂I
∂f
∂f
∂µ
] (A.315)
= − e
h
∫
dI +
eT
h
∫
d(
− µ
T
)
∂I
∂f
∂f
∂µ
(A.316)
= −J + eTL1. (A.317)
The first term proportional to the electric current J is called Joule heating term [12] and is ignored in the linear
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response regime. So we have
κe =
∂Q
∂T
+
∂Q
∂V
S (A.318)
= TL2 + eTL1S (A.319)
= T (L2 − (L1)
2
L0
). (A.320)
A.8.2 Linear response
For the linear-response differential conductance, we use the equilibrium relations G< = −2if=Gr and fL/R =
f ± ∂f∂x δx2 . For diagonal tunnelling matrix Γ we also have Gr −Ga = 2i=Gr, and hence
∂J
∂x =
−e
2h
∫
dTr[(ΓL + ΓR)(=Gr)](∂f
∂x
). (A.321)
This formula works for both electric and thermal conductance. The unit for the electric conductance is [ eh ][
energy
V ] =
[ e
2
h ]. Notice that
∂f
∂µ = (4T cosh
2( −µ2T ))
−1, and at zero-temperature ∂f∂µ = δ(− µ), so
∂J
∂µ =
−e
2h
Tr[(ΓL + ΓR)(=Gr)]|µ. (A.322)
Hence the linear response electric conductance is a probe for the local density of states.
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Appendix B
Details for the study of graphene
nanoribbon quantum dot qubits
B.1 Graphene nanoribbon QD
B.1.1 The Problem
Consider a graphene nanoribbon with width W and length L. To solve the Dirac equation[13, 39, 96, 97]
(
−i
q0
σx∂x + σy∂y 0
0 −σx∂x + σy∂y
+ V (y)~vq0 )〈x, y|ψ〉 = ~vq0 〈x, y|ψ〉, (B.1)
where q0 = pi3W is some momentum scale to be explained later. The 4-components spinor in this representation is

ψ(valley=K, sublattice=A)
ψ(valley=K, sublattice=B)
−ψ(valley=K’, sublattice=A)
−ψ(valley=K’, sublattice=B)

. (B.2)
We need the four-component spinor here, because the valley degrees of freedom are coupled by the semiconducting
armchair boundary condition of the nanoribbon. Without this boundary condition, the wavefunction for two valleys
are decoupled, and we only need the two-component spinor (for example, gate-defined quantum dot.[98])
We use the basis expansion
|ψ〉 =
∑
m,s,n
φm,ns |ψm,ns 〉 (B.3)
〈x, y|ψm,ns 〉 =
1√
2WL
 χseiqnx
χse
−iqnx
 fm(y), (B.4)
where {fm(y)} is a set of basis functions, s = A,B denotes the two sublattices, and the constant two-component
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spinors are
χA =
1
0
 (B.5)
χB =
0
1
 . (B.6)
The overlap matrix is
〈ψm′,n′s′ |ψm,ns 〉 = δs′,sδn′,nam′,m, (B.7)
where the integral is defined as
am′,m =
∫ L
0
dy
L
fm′(y)fm(y). (B.8)
Our goal is to solve for the generalized eigenvalue problem
∑
ms
〈ψm′ns′ |H1|ψm,ns 〉φm,ns =

~vq0
∑
ms
〈ψm′ns′ |ψm,ns 〉φm,ns . (B.9)
B.1.2 Boundary condition
The armchair boundary condition is
〈x, y|ψ〉|x=0 =
0 1
1 0
 〈x, y|ψ〉x=0 (B.10)
〈x, y|ψ〉|x=W =
 0 e+i 2piµ3
e−i
2piµ
3 0
 〈x, y|ψ〉|x=W , (B.11)
where µ = ±1, 0 is a constant determined by the width of the ribbon. µ = ±1 gives the semiconducting boundary
condition
eiqnWχs = e
+i 2piµ3 e−iqnWχs, (B.12)
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so
qn =
pi
W
(n+
µ
3
), n ∈ Z (B.13)
= (3n+ µ)q0, (B.14)
where we define the momentum scale to be q0 = pi3W .
B.1.3 Single-particle Matrix elements
Single-particle Hamiltonian is H1 = HK +HV . The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian is
HK =
∫ W
0
dx
∫ L
0
dy|x, y〉−i
q0
σx∂x + σy∂y 0
0 −σx∂x + σy∂y
 〈x, y|. (B.15)
The matrix elements are
〈ψm′,n′s′ |HK |ψm,ns 〉 =
−i
2q0
∫ W
0
dx
W
∫
dy
L
χs′e−iqn′x
χs′e
iqn′x

T
fm′(y)
 (σx∂x + σy∂y)χseiqnx
(−σx∂x + σy∂y)χse−iqnx
 fm(y)
=

δnn′(
qn
q0
am′,m − bm′,m) s′ = A, s = B
δnn′(
qn
q0
am′,m + bm′,m) s
′ = B, s = A
0 s′ = s
, (B.16)
where the integral is defined as
bm′,m =
∫ L
0
dy
L
fm′(y)
∂y
q0
fm(y). (B.17)
The potential energy part of the Hamiltonian is
HV =
∫ W
0
dx
∫ L
0
dy|x, y〉V (y)
~vq0
〈x, y|, (B.18)
so the matrix element is
〈ψm′,n′s′ |HV |ψm,ns 〉 = δs′,sδn′,ncm′,m, (B.19)
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where the integral is defined as
cm′,m =
∫ L
0
dy
L
fm′(y)
V (y)
~vq0
fm(y). (B.20)
B.1.4 Plot the charge density
The expansion is
|ψ〉 =
∑
m,s,n
φm,ns |ψm,ns 〉 (B.21)
〈x, y|ψm,ns 〉 =
1√
2WL
 χseiqnx
χse
−iqnx
 fm(y). (B.22)
For a fixed n, we make plot for charge density as a function of y-coordinate
ρ(y) =
∫ W
0
dx〈ψ|x, y〉〈x, y|ψ〉 (B.23)
=
∫ W
0
dx
∑
m′,m,s′,s
φm
′,n
s′ φ
m,n
s 〈ψm
′,n
s′ |x, y〉〈x, y|ψm,ns 〉 (B.24)
=
∫ W
0
dx
1
2WL
∑
m′s′ms
φm
′,n
s′ φ
m,n
s
(
χTs′e
−iqnx χTs′e
iqnx
) χseiqnx
χse
−iqnx
 fm′(y)fm(y) (B.25)
=
1
L
∑
m′ms
φm
′,n
s φ
m,n
s fm′(y)fm(y) (B.26)
=
1
L
∑
s
[
∑
m
φm,ns fm(y)]
2. (B.27)
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B.1.5 One-particle Integrals for Sinusoidal basis
In this section we record the single particle integrals in the sinusoidal basis.
fm(y) =
√
2 sin(
pimy
L
) (B.28)
am′,m = δm′,m (B.29)
bm′,m =

0 m = m′
m
q0L
[ 1−(−1)
m′+m
m′+m +
1−(−1)m′−m
m′−m ] m 6= m′
(B.30)
cm′m(u, l) = −
sin[pi(m′ +m)y]|u/Ll/L
pi(m′ +m)
+

u−l
L (m = m
′)
sin[pi(m′−m)y]|u/L
l/L
pi(m′−m) (m 6= m′)
(B.31)
cm′,m =
Nseg−1∑
i=0
µi+1cm′m(hi+1, hi) , (h0 = 0, hNseg = L). (B.32)
B.1.6 Coulomb Matrix elements for Sinusoidal Basis
The basis vectors are
〈x, y|ψm,ns 〉 =
1√
2WL
 χseiqnx
χse
−iqnx
 fm(y). (B.33)
The Coulomb interaction operator is
vee =
e2
4pi~v
1
q0
∫
dx1dy1dx2dy2
1√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2
|x1, y1, x2, y2〉〈x1, y1, x2, y2|, (B.34)
where e
2
4pi~v is the dimensionless Coulomb parameter, or so-called fine-structure constant of graphene[80].
e2
4pi~v =
2.2 for suspended graphene, e
2
4pi~v = 1.43 for graphene on quartz substrate (which is a popular choice for graphene
nanoribbon QD.) . Use
〈ψm′,n′s′ |x, y〉〈x, y|ψm,ns 〉 = (
2
WL
)δss′ cos(
pi(n− n′)x
W
) sin(
pim′y
L
) sin(
pimy
L
), (B.35)
to get
〈ψm′1,n′1s′1 , ψ
m′2,n
′
2
s′2
|vee|ψm1,n1s1 , ψm2,n2s2 〉 =
e2
4pi~v
δs′1,s1δs′2,s2um′1,n′1,m′2,n′2;m1,n1,m2,n2 , (B.36)
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where the two-particle integral is
um′1,n′1,m′2,n′2;m1,n1,m2,n2 =
∫ W
0
dx1dx2
W 2
∫ L
0
dy1dy2
L2
4√
[(q0W )(
x1−x2
W )]
2 + [(q0L)(
y1−y2
L )]
2
(B.37)
× cos(pi(n1 − n
′
1)x1
W
) sin(
pim′1y1
L
) sin(
pim1y1
L
) cos(
pi(n2 − n′2)x2
W
) sin(
pim′2y2
L
) sin(
pim2y2
L
). (B.38)
B.1.7 Two-particle Integral for Sinusoidal Basis
Use 1√
s
= 2√
pi
∫∞
0
dte−st
2
and
∫∞
0
dtf(t) =
∫ 1
0
[f(t) + 1t2 f(
1
t )] to decouple the integral and get
um′1,n′1,m′2,n′2;m1,n1,m2,n2 =
8√
pi
∫ 1
0
dt[Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(t)I
y
m′1,m
′
2;m1,m2
(t) +
1
t2
Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(
1
t
)Iym′1,m′2;m1,m2
(
1
t
)],(B.39)
where
Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(t) =
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2e
−[t(q0W )(x1−x2)]2 cos(pi(n1 − n′1)x1) cos(pi(n2 − n′2)x2) (B.40)
Iym′1,m′2;m1,m2
(t) =
∫ 1
0
dy1dy2e
−[t(q0L)(y1−y2)]2 sin(pim′1y1) sin(pim1y1) sin(pim
′
2y2) sin(pim2y2).(B.41)
B.1.8 Generalized Valence Bound Method
We apply the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method[99] to the generalized valence bound wave function for (1, 1)-
particle sector.[45] The spatial part of the singlet(+) and triplet(−) wave functions
|ψ±〉 = 1√
2(1± S2) (|φL, φR〉 ± |φR, φL〉), (B.42)
where S = |〈φL|φR〉|. The Hamiltonian is
H = H1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H1 + vee. (B.43)
The Schrodinger equation is
H|ψ±〉 = E|ψ±〉. (B.44)
Given φR, we solve for
〈n′, φR|H|ψ±〉 = E〈n′, φR|ψ±〉. (B.45)
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We need a non-orthonormal basis set {|n〉}. Assuming |φR〉 is normalized, the left-hand side is
√
2(1± S2)〈n′, φR|H|ψ±〉 = 〈n′, φR|(H1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H1 + vee)(|φL, φR〉 ± |φR, φL〉) (B.46)
= 〈n′|H1|φL〉〈φR|φR〉+ 〈n′|φL〉〈φR|H1|φR〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φR〉〈φR|φL〉 (B.47)
±〈n′|φR〉〈φR|H1|φL〉+ 〈n′, φR|vee|φL, φR〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, φL〉 (B.48)
=
∑
n
〈n′|H1|n〉〈n|φL〉+ 〈n′|n〉〈n|φL〉〈φR|H1|φR〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φR〉〈φR|n〉〈n|φL〉(B.49)
±〈n′|φR〉〈φR|H1|n〉〈n|φL〉+ 〈n′, φR|vee|n, φR〉〈n|φL〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, n〉〈n|φL〉
=
∑
n
(〈n′|H1|n〉+ 〈n′|n〉〈φR|H1|φR〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φR〉〈φR|n〉 (B.50)
±〈n′|φR〉〈φR|H1|n〉+ 〈n′, φR|vee|n, φR〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, n〉)〈n|φL〉. (B.51)
The right-hand side is
√
2(1± S2)〈n′, φR|ψ±〉 = 〈n′, φR|(|φL, φR〉 ± |φR, φL〉) (B.52)
= 〈n′|φL〉〈φR|φR〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|φL〉 (B.53)
=
∑
n
〈n′|n〉〈n|φL〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|n〉〈n|φL〉 (B.54)
=
∑
n
(〈n′|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|n〉)〈n|φL〉. (B.55)
Hence the generalized eigen problem to be solved is
〈n′|HGVB |n〉〈n|φL〉 = E〈n′|SGVB |n〉〈n|φL〉, (B.56)
where the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices elements are
〈n′|HGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|H1|n〉+ 〈n′|n〉〈φR|H1|φR〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φR〉〈φR|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|H1|n〉 (B.57)
+〈n′, φR|vee|n, φR〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, n〉
〈n′|SGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|n〉. (B.58)
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To check the correctness, let the basis be orthonormal and coefficients be Ln = 〈n|φL〉, Rn = 〈n|φR〉, then
〈n′|HGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|H1|n〉+ δn′n〈φR|H1|φR〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φR〉Rn ±Rn′〈φR|H1|n〉 (B.59)
+〈n′, φR|vee|n, φR〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, n〉
〈n′|SGVB |n〉 = δn′n ±Rn′Rn, (B.60)
which is the same as Fang et al. [45]. The set of equations is
〈n′|HGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|H1|n〉+ 〈n′|n〉〈φL|H1|φL〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φL〉〈φL|n〉 ± 〈n′|φL〉〈φL|H1|n〉 (B.61)
+〈φL, n′|vee|φL, n〉 ± 〈φL, n′|vee|n, φL〉
〈n′|SGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|n〉 ± 〈n′|φL〉〈φL|n〉 (B.62)
〈n′|HGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|H1|n〉+ 〈n′|n〉〈φR|H1|φR〉 ± 〈n′|H1|φR〉〈φR|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|H1|n〉 (B.63)
+〈n′, φR|vee|n, φR〉 ± 〈n′, φR|vee|φR, n〉
〈n′|SGVB |n〉 = 〈n′|n〉 ± 〈n′|φR〉〈φR|n〉. (B.64)
B.1.9 Evaluating Two-particle Integrals
To evaluate
Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(t) =
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2e
−[t(q0W )(x1−x2)]2 cos(pi(n1 − n′1)x1) cos(pi(n2 − n′2)x2) (B.65)
= Ixy(tq0W, (n1 − n′1), (n2 − n′2)) (B.66)
Iym′1,m′2;m1,m2
(t) =
∫ 1
0
dy1dy2e
−[t(q0L)(y1−y2)]2 sin(pim′1y1) sin(pim1y1) sin(pim
′
2y2) sin(pim2y2) (B.67)
=
1
4
∫ 1
0
dy1dy2e
−[t(q0L)(y1−y2)]2 (B.68)
×[cos(pi(m′1 +m1)y1) cos(pi(m′2 +m2)y2) + cos(pi(m′1 −m1)y1) cos(pi(m′2 −m2)y2)
− cos(pi(m′1 +m1)y1) cos(pi(m′2 −m2)y2)− cos(pi(m′1 −m1)y1) cos(pi(m′2 +m2)y2)]
=
1
4
[Ixy(tq0L, (m
′
1 +m1), (m
′
2 +m2)) + I
xy(tq0L, (m
′
1 −m1), (m′2 −m2)) (B.69)
−Ixy(tq0L, (m′1 +m1), (m′2 −m2))− Ixy(tq0L, (m′1 −m1), (m′2 +m2))] (B.70)
Ixy(tl, j1, j2) =
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2e
−[tl(x1−x2)]2 cos(pij1x1) cos(pij2x2), (B.71)
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we use Fourier transform
f(x) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dkeikxf(k) (B.72)∫ ∞
−∞
dxdx′f¯(x)K(x− x′)g(x′) =
√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dkf¯(k)K(k)g(k). (B.73)
The transformations needed are
Fg(a, k) = F{e−(ax)2} = 1√
2a
e−(
k
2a )
2
(B.74)
Fc(pij, k) = F{[Θ(x)−Θ(x− 1)] cos(pijx)} =

ik√
2pi
1−e−ik cos(pij)
(pij−k)(pij+k) k 6= ±pij
i
2
√
2pi
1−ipij−eipij cos(pij)
pij k → −pij
(k → −pij)† k → pij
1√
2pi
k → ±pij → 0
. (B.75)
Then the integral is
Ixy(tl, j1, j2) =
√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dkF¯c(pij1, k)
1√
2tl
e−(
k
2tl )
2
Fc(pij2, k) (B.76)
= 2
√
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dKe−K
2
F¯c(pij1, 2tlK)Fc(pij2, 2tlK). (B.77)
The last line is the form of Gauss-Hermite quadrature.
To summarize, the following expressions are all we need:
um′1,n′1,m′2,n′2;m1,n1,m2,n2 =
8√
pi
∫ 1
0
dt[Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(t)I
y
m′1,m
′
2;m1,m2
(t) (B.78)
+
1
t2
Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(
1
t
)Iym′1,m′2;m1,m2
(
1
t
)] (B.79)
Ixn′1,n′2;n1,n2(t) = I
xy(tq0W, (n1 − n′1), (n2 − n′2)) (B.80)
Iym′1,m′2;m1,m2
(t) =
1
4
[Ixy(tq0L, (m
′
1 +m1), (m
′
2 +m2)) (B.81)
+Ixy(tq0L, (m
′
1 −m1), (m′2 −m2)) (B.82)
−Ixy(tq0L, (m′1 +m1), (m′2 −m2)) (B.83)
−Ixy(tq0L, (m′1 −m1), (m′2 +m2))] (B.84)
Ixy(tl, j1, j2) =
1√
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dke−k
2
Fxy(j1, j2, 2tlk) (B.85)
Fxy(j1, j2, k) =
k2[1 + (−1)j1+j2 − cos(k)((−1)j1 + (−1)j2)]
(pij1 − k)(pij1 + k)(pij2 − k)(pij2 + k) (B.86)
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Various limits of the integrand (j ≡ (j1 + j2)):
Fxy(j1, j2, k) (B.87)
=

1 j1 = j2 = 0, k = 0
2
k2 (1− cos(k)) j1 = j2 = 0, k 6= 0
2[1−(−1)j1 cos(k)]
(pij1−k)2−4(pij1−k)(pij1+k)+(pij1+k)2 j1 = j2 6= 0, k = ±pij1
2k2[1−(−1)j1 cos(k)]
(pij1−k)2(pij1+k)2 j1 = j2 6= 0, k 6= ±pij1
0 j1 xor j2 = 0, k = ±pij
(1+(−1)j)(cos(k)−1)
(pij−k)(pij+k) j1 xor j2 = 0, k 6= ±pij
2k{1+(−1)j−cos(k)[(−1)j1+(−1)j2 ]}+k2 sin(k)[(−1)j1+(−1)j2 ]
D j1 6= j2, j1 6= 0, j2 6= 0,
k = ±pij1 or ± pij2
,where D = −(pij1 +k)(pij2−k)(pij2 +k) + (pij1−k)(pij2−k)(pij2 +k)− (pij1−k)(pij1 +k)(pij2 +k) + (pij1−
k)(pij1 + k)(pij2 − k).
B.2 Analytic solution for single potential well
B.2.1 Introduction
Here we follow Trauzettel et al. [13], Brey and Fertig [39] to obtain analytical solution for a single potential well
on graphene nanoribbon. In the x-direction the semiconducting armchair boundary condition is imposed , while the
confining potential is applied in the y-direction.
B.2.2 Plane wave solution
The low energy effective Hamiltonian for the electron in graphene gives the Dirac equation
−i
σx∂x + σy∂y 0
0 −σx∂x + σy∂y
ψ = − µ(y)~v ψ (B.88)
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ψ =

ψAK
ψBK
−ψAK′
−ψBK′

. (B.89)
ψαβ denotes the components of the spinor, where α = A,B is the index for the two sublattices and β = K,K ′ is the
index for the two valleys. In the y-direction it is a potential well µ(y) = µgate, y ∈ [0, L] and µ(y) = µbarrier, y ∈
(−∞, 0) ∪ (L,∞) where L is the length of the quantum dot. The boundary condition in the x-direction will be
explained later.
Since (±σx∂x + σy∂y)2 = ∂2x + ∂2y , we get
−(∂2x + ∂2y)ψ = (
− µ
~v
)2ψ. (B.90)
Consider the Fourier components
χ±±nk (x, y) = e
±iqnxe±ikyc±±(n, k) (B.91)
c±±(n, k) =

c±±AK(n, k)
c±±BK(n, k)
−c±±AK′(n, k)
−c±±BK′(n, k)

(B.92)
to get the eigen energy
nk − µ
~v
= ±
√
q2n + k
2. (B.93)
The positive sign is the conduction band and the negative sign is the valence band. In the following we consider
only the conduction band. The valence band solution can be obtained by the particle-hole conjugation partner
(ψAK ,−ψBK ,−ψAK′ , ψBK′) with eigen value nk−µ~v = −
√
q2n + k
2. The above is what we can get from H2.
There is some extra information we can get from H , which is about the relation between different spinor components.
σx(±qn) + σy(±k) 0
0 −σx(±qn) + σy(±k)
 c±±(n, k) = √q2n + k2c±±(n, k), (B.94)
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which gives
(±qn ∓ ik)c±±BK(n, k) =
√
q2n + k
2c±±AK(n, k) (B.95)
(±qn ± ik)c±±AK(n, k) =
√
q2n + k
2c±±BK(n, k) (B.96)
(∓qn ∓ ik)c±±BK′(n, k) =
√
q2n + k
2c±±AK′(n, k) (B.97)
(∓qn ± ik)c±±AK′(n, k) =
√
q2n + k
2c±±BK′(n, k). (B.98)
For convenience we define znk =
(qn+ik)√
q2n+k
2
, which satisfies z−1nk = z¯nk. The first two equations imply
c++BK(n, k) = +znkc
++
AK(n, k) (B.99)
c−−BK(n, k) = −znkc−−AK(n, k) (B.100)
c+−AK(n, k) = +znkc
+−
BK(n, k) (B.101)
c−+AK(n, k) = −znkc−+BK(n, k), (B.102)
while the other two equations gives
c++AK′(n, k) = −znkc++BK′(n, k) (B.103)
c−−AK′(n, k) = +znkc
−−
BK′(n, k) (B.104)
c+−BK′(n, k) = −znkc+−AK′(n, k) (B.105)
c−+BK′(n, k) = +znkc
−+
AK′(n, k). (B.106)
So we can write
c++(n, k) = c++AK(n, k)

1
znk
0
0

+ (−c++BK′(n, k))

0
0
−znk
1

(B.107)
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c−+(n, k) = c−+BK(n, k)

−znk
1
0
0

+ (−c−+AK′(n, k))

0
0
1
znk

(B.108)
c+−(n, k) = c+−BK(n, k)

znk
1
0
0

+ (−c+−AK′(n, k))

0
0
1
−znk

(B.109)
c−−(n, k) = c−−AK(n, k)

1
−znk
0
0

+ (−c−−BK′(n, k))

0
0
znk
1

(B.110)
Comparing to the equation (A3) (A4) (A5) in the arxiv version of the reference[13], we can identify the coefficients
an+ = c
++
AK(n, k) (B.111)
a′n+ = −c++BK′(n, k) (B.112)
bn+ = c
−+
BK(n, k) (B.113)
b′n+ = −c−+AK′(n, k) (B.114)
an− = c+−BK(n, k) (B.115)
a′n− = −c+−AK′(n, k) (B.116)
bn− = c−−AK(n, k) (B.117)
b′n− = −c−−BK′(n, k). (B.118)
In the left-hand-side the coefficients are independent of k. It is OK since in the y-direction we know the answer will
be the plane wave solution, so only the sign of k is important. This independence of k is important in the following
process of matching the boundary conditions.
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So we can now move to the notations in (A3) (A4) (A5) in reference[13].
B.2.3 Semiconducting armchair boundary condition
In the x-direction the boundary condition is the semiconducting armchair boundary condition:
ψ(x = 0) =
0 1
1 0
ψ(x = 0) (B.119)
ψ(x = W ) =
 0 e−i 2piµ3
ei
2piµ
3 0
ψ(x = W ), (B.120)
where W is the width of the graphene ribbon, µ = ±1 is a number determined by W , Wa0 = 3M + µ for some
integer M . a0 = 0.246nm is the lattice constant of the graphene. The µ = 0 case is metallic (no gap) and we are not
interested in it.
Imposing the boundary condition gives the equations for the plane wave travelling in the +y-direction χ+

an+
znkan+
−znka′n+
a′n+

+

−znkbn+
bn+
b′n+
znkb
′
n+

=

−znka′n+
a′n+
an+
znkan+

+

b′n+
znkb
′
n+
−znkbn+
bn+

(B.121)
eiqnW

an+
znkan+
−znka′n+
a′n+

+ e−iqnW

−znkbn+
bn+
b′n+
znkb
′
n+

= eiqnW

−e−i 2piµ3 znka′n+
e−i
2piµ
3 a′n+
ei
2piµ
3 an+
ei
2piµ
3 znkan+

+ e−iqnW

e−i
2piµ
3 b′n+
e−i
2piµ
3 znkb
′
n+
−ei 2piµ3 znkbn+
ei
2piµ
3 bn+

.(B.122)
There are 4 variables and 8 equations. There are only 4 independent equations since the equations for two different
valleys are the same, so we only need to look at the equations for the valley K. The independent equations are
 1
znk
 an+ +
−znk
1
 bn+ =
−znk
1
 a′n+ +
 1
znk
 b′n+ (B.123)
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eiqnW
 1
znk
 an+ + e−iqnW
−znk
1
 bn+ = eiqnW e−i 2piµ3
−znk
1
 a′n+ + e−iqnW e−i 2piµ3
 1
znk
 b′n+.(B.124)
This is a system of linear equations

1 −znk znk −1
znk 1 −1 −znk
u −znk/u uvznk −v/u
uznk 1/u −uv −vznk/u


an+
bn+
a′n+
b′n+

= 0, (B.125)
where u = eiqnW and v = e−i
2pi
3 . The condition for non-zero solution is
det = (1 + z2nk)
2(uv − 1/u)(u− v/u) = 0. (B.126)
There are two possible solutions uv = 1/u and u = v/u. The two solutions give the quantization condition
qn =
pi
W
(n+
µ
3
), n ∈ Z (B.127)
qn =
pi
W
(n− µ
3
), n ∈ Z, (B.128)
respectively.
Performing the Gaussian elimination for two steps gives

1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0
0 znk(u− 1/u) znku(v − 1) u− v/u
0 z2nku+ 1/u −u(v + z2nk) znk(u− v/u)

, (B.129)
which imply an+ = b′n+ and bn+ = a
′
n+.
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For the first solution uv = 1/u, we can continue the Gaussian elimination to get

1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

, (B.130)
so an+ = b′n+ = 0. For the second solution u = v/u, we can continue the Gaussian elimination to get

1 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

, (B.131)
so bn+ = a′n+ = 0.
Imposing the boundary condition gives the equations for the plane wave travelling in the -y-direction χ−,
znk
1
 an− +
 1
−znk
 bn− =
 1
−znk
 a′n− +
znk
1
 b′n− (B.132)
eiqnW
znk
1
 an− + e−iqnW
 1
−znk
 bn− = eiqnW e−i 2piµ3
 1
−znk
 a′n− + e−iqnW e−i 2piµ3
znk
1
 b′n−.(B.133)
This is a system of linear equations

znk 1 −1 −znk
1 −znk znk −1
uznk 1/u −uv −vznk/u
u −znk/u uvznk −v/u


an−
bn−
a′n−
b′n−

= 0, (B.134)
which is the same as the previous one if we interchange the 1st row with the 2nd row, and interchange the 3rd row
with the 4th row.
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For the first solution uv = 1/u, we should get

0 1 −1 0
1 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

(B.135)
, so an− = b′n− = 0. For the second solution u = v/u we get

0 1 −1 0
1 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

, (B.136)
so bn− = a′n− = 0.
We have finished the boundary condition in the x-direction. The following is a short summary of the solution we
have:
χ+nk(x) = an+

eiqnx
znke
iqnx
e−iqnx
znke
−iqnx

+ a′n+

−znke−iqnx
e−iqnx
−znkeiqnx
eiqnx

(B.137)
χ−nk(x) = an−

znke
iqnx
eiqnx
znke
−iqnx
e−iqnx

+ a′n−

e−iqnx
−znke−iqnx
eiqnx
−znkeiqnx

(B.138)
with
qn =
pi
W
(n+
µ
3
), n ∈ Z (B.139)
an± = 0 (B.140)
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or
qn =
pi
W
(n− µ
3
), n ∈ Z (B.141)
a′n± = 0. (B.142)
There are two possible sets of solutions depending on the boundary condition. We will continue with
χ+nk(x) = an+

eiqnx
znke
iqnx
e−iqnx
znke
−iqnx

(B.143)
χ−nk(x) = an−

znke
iqnx
eiqnx
znke
−iqnx
e−iqnx

(B.144)
qn =
pi
W
(n+
1
3
), n ∈ Z. (B.145)
B.2.4 Boundary of the potential well
In the y-direction the boundary condition is the potential well. We are interesting in the solution where it is a
travelling wave inside the well and exponentially decaying outside the well. So with the requirement
(
− µgate
~v
)2 > q2n > (
− µbarrier
~v
)2 (B.146)
we can define the momentum outside and inside the well as
k = i
√
q2n − (
− µbarrier
~v
)2 (B.147)
k˜ =
√
−q2n + (
− µgate
~v
)2. (B.148)
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The solution is
ψ =

α′nχ
−
nk(x)e
−iky y < 0
β′nχ
+
nk˜
(x)eik˜y + γ′nχ
−
nk˜
e−ik˜y y ∈ (0, L)
δ′nχ
+
nk(x)e
ik(y−L) y > L
, (B.149)
or equivalently,
ψ =

αn

znke
iqnx
eiqnx
znke
−iqnx
e−iqnx

e−iky y < 0
βn

eiqnx
znk˜e
iqnx
e−iqnx
znk˜e
−iqnx

eik˜y + γn

znk˜e
iqnx
eiqnx
znk˜e
−iqnx
e−iqnx

e−ik˜y y ∈ (0, L)
δn

eiqnx
znke
iqnx
e−iqnx
znke
−iqnx

eik(y−L) y > L
. (B.150)
Plug into the boundary condition, the first two components of the spinor give the same equations as the last two
components, which is
αn
znk
1
 = βn
 1
znk˜
+ γn
znk˜
1
 (B.151)
δn
 1
znk
 = βneS
 1
znk˜
+ γne−S
znk˜
1
 , (B.152)
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where S = ik˜L. Writing as a set of linear equations

znk −1 −znk˜ 0
1 −znk˜ −1 0
0 −eS −znk˜e−S 1
0 −znk˜eS −e−S znk


αn
βn
γn
δn

= 0. (B.153)
For nonzero solution, the determinant should be zero
det = znk[−znk˜det
−znk˜e−S 1
−e−S znk
+ det
 −eS 1
−znk˜eS znk
] (B.154)
−[−det
−znk˜e−S 1
−e−S znk
+ znk˜det
 −eS 1
−znk˜eS znk
] (B.155)
= (1− znkznk˜)det
−znk˜e−S 1
−e−S znk
+ (znk − znk˜)det
 −eS 1
−znk˜eS znk
 (B.156)
= e−S(1− znkznk˜)2 − eS(znk − znk˜)2 (B.157)
= 0 (B.158)
with the solution
eS =
1− znkznk˜
znk − znk˜
(B.159)
Recall the definitions znk =
(qn+ik)√
q2n+k
2
, k = i
√
q2n − ( −µbarrier~v )2, k˜ =
√
−q2n + ( −µgate~v )2, S = ik˜L. In the
energy window k is purely imaginary and k˜ is purely real. Hence the right-hand side is
r.h.s. =
1− znk cos θn − iznk sin θn
znk − cos θn − i sin θn (B.160)
=
(1− znk cos θn − iznk sin θn)(znk − cos θn + i sin θn)
(znk − cos θn)2 + (sin θn)2 (B.161)
=
1
(znk − cos θn)2 + (sin θn)2 [(2znk − (1 + z
2
nk) cos θn) + i(sin θn(1− z2nk))], (B.162)
where znk˜ = e
iθn = (qn+ik˜)√
q2n+k˜
2
. Remember −µbarrier~v =
√
q2n + k
2 and −µgate~v =
√
q2n + k˜
2. So we have
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tan(k˜L) =
sin θn(1− z2nk)
2znk − (1 + z2nk) cos θn
(B.163)
=
(k˜)√
q2n+k˜
2
(1− ( (qn+ik)√
q2n+k
2
)2)
2( (qn+ik)√
q2n+k
2
)− (1 + ( (qn+ik)√
q2n+k
2
)2) (qn)√
q2n+k˜
2
(B.164)
=
k˜(q2n + k
2 − (qn + ik)2)
2(qn + ik)
√
q2n + k
2
√
q2n + k˜
2 − qn(q2n + k2 + (qn + ik)2)
(B.165)
=
−2ikk˜(qn + ik)
2(qn + ik)
√
q2n + k
2
√
q2n + k˜
2 − 2q2n(qn + ik)
(B.166)
=
−ikk˜√
q2n + k
2
√
q2n + k˜
2 − q2n
(B.167)
=
k˜(
√
q2n − ( −µbarrier~v )2)
( −µbarrier~v )(
−µgate
~v )− q2n
. (B.168)
So the non-linear equation to be solved is
tan(k˜L) =
k˜(
√
q2n − ( −µbarrier~v )2)
( −µbarrier~v )(
−µgate
~v )− q2n
. (B.169)
For a fixed n, the momentum in the x-direction is fixed, but there can be more than one solution for the momentum k˜
in the y-direction.
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